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O n  January go, 1960, thc Faculty of Social Science held an dl- 
day Conference on Disarmament and the American Econamy, 
attended by almost two hundred people. On thb occasion, papers 
were presented by severaI American and European experts. inter- I spned with considerable questioning and commenting f r ~ m  the 
audience; all are published, substantially aa thme given, in this 
-It. In addition, a symposium on the same q~~estion was held in 
I Chimp, late in March, lg60, participated in by Hyman Lumer, 
Herbert Aptheker and James S. Allen. The paper read at that ciEe 
I by the latter is also included in tbe pges that follow. 
Developments since, and particularly the smash-up of the 
projected Summit Meeting to have been held in Paris m May, 1g60, 
offer additional urgency to the subject of this voluma Not unim- 
portant in the blatant manner in which h e  United States Govern- 
ment chose to break up that meeting-to the holding of which it 
had agreed in the first place only aEter years of urging and with 
hdy-concealed distaste-were considerations of an economic char- 
acter consequentid to decisive elements among the U.S. ruling 
c h .  These indude the enormous profits those elements realize 
from huge armaments expenditures. Included, too, are their fear 
of the rising economic challenge of SaciaIism and their awareness 
that a worid reaIly at peace and significantly d h e d  would be 
one in which the economic advan- of the socialist countries cer- 
tainly would leap forward at rates even greater than those already 
achievd. 
1 At the same time, the attempted re-freczing of the Cold War, 
if successful would continue and intewify the already aushing 
economic burdcn of armaments in the "Free World." And such ( a refreezing with it thc very grave danger of H o t  War 
which, under present collditions, threatens world-wide incinera- 
tion. Hence, an examination of the emnomia of disarmament 
within the U.S. economy is of vital cansequence. Th present exami- 
nation, developed in the pages that foIlow, shows the economic 
feasability-indeed, neccdtydf  disarmament. It demonstrates &at 
if dissrmament is undertaken and if the masses of An~erican peopIe 
-the working people, the tradeunion movemelit, the Negro, Mex- 
ican and Puerto Rican millions, the poorcr farmers, small business- 
men, and profaional groups-by their pressure bring this abut  
and mnml its derdopment and the uses to which the billions 
saved are w be put, the11 depression need not result On the con- 
tray, a progessively-oriented, anti-mcnopoly coalition iould insti- 
tutc-with the wealth thus saved-a national and inmnational im- 
provement and weMale progarn that would have the potential of 
elirniaating poverty, illiteracy and much of the disease now thwart- 
ing and besetting so brge a proportion of humanity. 
When it is borne in mind that such a shift in our own country 
would be but s reflection of a shift in the mmrca and purposes 
of the entire world, and that peaceful &ten= would m a W t  
itself in a friendly competition seekins the largest porl to human- 
ity, it becomes apparent that while mankind faces in this atomic 
age its greatlest dangers, it  sirnultanmusly confronts its most thrillin8 
opportunities. Central to the choice chat will be made, is the role 
of the people of the United States. If the pages that follow con- 
tribute in the smallest measure to making that mle one of peaceful 
and creative labors, aU who have participated in this volume will 
be overjoyed. 
JUW 6, 3960. 
THE IDEOLOGY OF DISARMAMENT 
By Herbert Aptheker 
I HERBERT APTHEW Edtm of Political Afldirr, has rrittcra many books, incl~lding Am~riccm f i e p  Siawe Revolta; A Docutnenlary 
H k t q  gf the N e p  Pcoplc in the US.; His toy  & Reality; The / American Rmoltltion. 
The transcendant question before the world today is: Peace or 
War? A central feature of that quation is disarmament. P-t 
in the problem of disarmament are varying considerations, in- 
cluding: 1) The nature of differing &a1 systems; 2 )  the character 
of U.S. and USSR foreign policies; 3) the knowledge that in the 
past, armament r a m  have all terminated in just one way-the ex- 
penditure of those armaments though war; 4) the relationship 
between expenditures for armaments and the viability of the U.S. 
economy. 
All these considerations are inter-related; for p u r v  of study, 
however, it is possible to focus on one or another of them. In 
doing this it is necessary to bear in mind the inter-relationship; 
at the same time, in doing this, light may be thrown on the @a- 
lar aspect and this should serve to illuminate the general question. 
ha this volume, we have chosen to concentrate up11 an 
examination of the relationship between military expendim 
and the U.S. economy. This is of particular consequence because 
there is a very widespread belief here, among all ~Zas~es of people 
-big and little business, working people, including major segments 
of the trade-union leadership, and .by no means excluding N w  
and other specially exploited components of the ppufation-that 
without the enormous expenditures fox war preparations character- 
istic of our mun y evrr ainee World War IK, we mu1d have had 
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a disastrous dcpmsion perhaps greater than, and d d y  of tf& 
pmportions of, the depression of the '30's. 
A result of this has been an ambivalent attitude t o d  the 
peace struggle-however shamefacedly the ambivalent stance may be 
assumed-which certainIy hw played a major role in making the 
p c e  movement in our country as poorly organized and as h 
logidly confwd as i t  is. 
There is, nevertheless, deveioping not only everyhere eJse in 
the world but also in the United Stam, an increasing awarenw of 
the necessity to avoid another major war; as this vital desire spreadn 
and grows, there a p p m  more and more often i n d n g l y  &om 
inquiry into all the mumptions hithexto conditioning acceptance 
of vast expenditures for arms, and espmhlly nuclear weapons. Not 
least ia a mounting uneasinw about the alleged necessity, from tbt 
economic viewpoint, of gigantic arms expenditurn; some reject 
this as intolerable morally; some reject it as unsound economically; 
srome wen go so far as to declare that if it is not unsollnd emnomi- 
d p  and if indeed under the p~esent economic system such arm 
expenditures are indispensable, then perhap it is the present 
economic system that needs major overhauling or even displacing. 
We would like to bring forward oharacetexistic examples of thwe 
expressions of opinion from quite vaxied and importatlt segments 
of American public opinion. 
The Reddent of the National CoundI of Churchm-the Cound 
represents $3 Pmtestant and Eastern Orthodox &nominations-- 
the Rev. Dr. Edwh T. Dahlberg, stated on Decmnber 18, 1959: 
"Faith in God h still the supreme yearning of milliona of Hiil 
children. So likewise is the passion for peace among the nationa 
But we must put these prayen to work. It k a sin and a -ace 
to us all that we should @t a materialistic, Goddenying Com- 
munist like Nikita Khrushchev to grab the ball and run away with 
it--going down the field d history with su& great words as uni- 
mmd disarmament, world friendship, maaliation, and good will. 
Thme are our words, Christian words. . . . May our Fathm in heaven 
forgive w for beiug too timid to prodaim and implement the 
very mmsage that was given to us on Christmas we so long ago*" 
The Reverend doctor went further. H e  even suggestd: "Pm 
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&ly God has waittd long enough. He map bt myiq to w, 1 have 
been counting on you who bear my name. But if you fail me, I 
shall have to give my p p c l  to other nations, other ideologies, and 
other religions.' It wouId not be the first time in histary that God 
has rejected his people, and turned to the shepherds. mangers and 
stables of thc world for the renewal 01 hope and righteousnas 
among men." 
me depth of this =arching of the Christian faith, by belicmm, 
face to face as they are with ooloapal expenditurn for awful & 
v i m  of human extermhation, pmbably is without precedent in 
modcrn tima. It has reached the point where, as Ptofmor Gabriel 
Vahanian, of the Department of Religion of Syracuje Univemity9 
put it, in a recent article, the conviction is growping that we arc 
living in 'The PostChristian Era*' (The Nation, D ~ L  is, 1959). 
Another goad indiation of the intensity of the questioning in 
the volume by Karl Barth and Johanncs Hemel, How to S t m e  God 
in n Marxist Land (N. Y., 1959, Association Press), including 
the long introduction by Professor Robert McAfee Brown. 
Very recently, William Ernest Hocking, Emeritus Professor of 
Philosophy, Harvard University, in his book, The Strength of 
Men and Natitms (Harps, N. Y., 1959) finds convincing the 
reports of Adlai Stevenson and Walter Lippmann that the USSR 
is genuinely desimua of a peaceful world. Profesrsor Hocking even 
suggests that the USSR may have p r e d  us in seeing the logic 
and d t y  of devoting al l  economic eneFgia to d a l  improve 
meat at home and economic advance among the less developed 
nationsr abroad, so that "its talk of peaceful competition may be 
gwerned at least as much by realism as by sentime~tt" (p. 135) . 
Hence, he thinks it necessary to ask: "Are we [i.e., the U.S.] 
willing, to that end, to join the USSR in securing aome of the 
apitaf for that effort by terminahg the m d y  and economically 
monsuous contest for superiority in nudear arms-armsi destined, 
if we a n  uust the residual human integrity on both sidenever 
m be usel?" (p. 161) 
Among elements of the bourgeoisie-and not only what may b 
mmidmd an occasional maverick like Cyrus Eaton-there is 
appearing the most basic kind of questioning of value and poI- 
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ides, wen as among distinguished religious and eduational lead- 
Thus, Marriner S. Eccles, a leading Western banker, formerly 
Chairman of the h a r d  of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, speaking at the Amual Convention of Utah Waol Grow- 
ers, held in Salt Lake City on January 17, 1959, entitled his 
address, "A World Concept is a Must Today." By this he meant, 
as he explicitly bed, not that the world needed only one 
ideology, but that this could not be the Arnerimn century; that 
it was a world in which several different systems did exist and 
would have to mexist for the future. Mr. Ecdeg insisted that 
"Our entire foreign policy, including economic and military aid, 
is unrealistic and obsolete." On the other hand, he went on, 
"I believe that Ruda comprehends the worId's problems and 
sees the desirability of a friendly association with us in her own 
interests." The onus, according to Mr. Eccles, lay upon the United 
States-"I cannot see any possibility of improving our relation- 
ship until we retreat from some of the positions we have taken 
which have no place in a realistic world concept"-and in gar- 
ticular Mr. Ederi urged a change in U.S. policy towards People's 
China, the encouqhg of trade with tbe Sotidst countries, and 
the abandonment of the U.S. policy of propping up various 
"dictator c o u n M 8  
Concluding his remarkable paper-ptula~ed throughout upon 
conservative, classical bourgeois economics-Mr. IScdes said that 
"Together, we [the USA and the USSRj can end the cold war, 
stop wider disttibutim of nuclear wea-ith the dangere 
inherent thedn4iscontinue further testing of su& weapons, 
and work efEectively toward a world-wide disarmament" From 
the economic point of view, here is the key pangraph in Mesa 
ad&: 
"It pa without saying that our domestic emnomy is closely 
dated to the world's probkms--at8d greatly Mueflced thereby. 
W e  are becoming inmasingly dependent upon our enormous 
and ever-mounting defense arpenditures. They are wtireIy re 
~ponsible for our pmmt huge budgetary deftcit with its added 
inflation potential. Ibis in spite of the huge tax take. In a free 
economy there are always heavy pres(nues-aside from the defense 
8 
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needs-to continue these expenditures kcause of the immediate 
economic effect on business profits, employment, and the communi- 
ties bendting thereby. This, of course, for the country as a whole, 
is an illusion. In a world at peace the budgetary deficit would 
disappear, taxes could be reduced and, beyond this, in moperation 
with Russia, we and our &tea could take our place of leader- 
ship in financing the m a t  urgent needs of the undeveloped wun- 
tries-instead of wasting our substance by perpetuating the hos- 
tilities which exist." ( W e s t m  P o l i t i d  Quartdrly, December, 1959) 
Increasingly, in trade-union circles, there is more and more &- 
ow questioning of the role of armaments production in the ecm 
nomic situation. The recurrence of recessions, the fact that each 
new one is more mere than the preceding and particularly the 
Eatt that after each, the numkr of unemployed is greater than 
before, despite fantastic expenditure for arms, help account for 
thia intensified reexamination-this, quite apart from the ethical 
and social questions involved. Characteristic of this in the main- 
stream channels of the trade-union movement was the editwial 
in the Union Advocate, the organ of the AFLCIO in St, Paul, 
Minnesota, Jan, lo, 1960, demanding that the President and Con- 
gress "turn some tliou~ht to what is wing to happer. to America 
when it  quits building guns, ships, planes, rockets, and the other 
@gets of war." "Is the price of peace little Iess than human misery, 
confusion and frustration?" asks the Amerian labor paper-a ques- 
tion, by the way, that no European, let done a European worker, 
d think of asking. Pointing to a decline in stockmarket 
quotations whenever a "threac" of peaceful mexisten= looms, 
the Iabox paper concludes: "Thus even a dim p p e a  for world 
peace is regarded as bad news for U.S. bwinears-espedally for the 
dt i~bi l l ion dollar weapns business. That's something to think 
abut." 
I &b, Norman Cousins, in an editorial in the vtry influential 
S a m  Review (Nov. 14, 1959) finds that "something is troubling 
the people." H e  says it is: "The question whether 
we a n  afford peace." The quation arb, he wrim, h u e ,  
'There is underlying Em that the aational economy would come 
apart at tht seama should real peace break out." 
I 
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M i.)a r h ~  hnr the potential of m p *  fng thedip I' 
of the en* nation: and he insists that emnomicdly the d b  
of real need not be dkstrwa ]tie wrim: 'We drtad: 
that the whels of our f m o r h  w i l l  atop nuning, the energy of 
ouf z m d m m  btscilfed, and t h e ~ t i n g p o w e r o f  thedtfensc 
billions be cut off. We dread the mt-oE because we know nothing 
to take its place.'' Then Mr. Combs suggeau a social and public 
Helfm to take its plm and bring with it fruitful resultst 
H e  insists that this requires only a determination in terms ot 
'*our values and our purpe." The problm~, however, is not 
placed correctly this way. For, of course, they are not "our" £ac- 
rories and not "our" transistors; the purposes to which they are 
put arc determined by the who do own them, and their purpose 
is profit and not sodaI wfulnesk This must be amsidered in ' 
weighing the origins-not the signXcance, but the origins4 the 
dues  and purposes that Mr. Cousins d y  h d s to be &- 
defeating in human terms. This is not, as Mr. Cousins fears, 
''cmnomic: determinism," which he QOnfwm with Mantism; it ir 
I 
s d a l  reality, it is M& 
In any cast, the program Norman Cousins projects is splendid 
For tbis wc aJ1 can work together, laking politidly and in 
the dire& of helping to develop mam movements capable of 
decisively affecting the State, and capable therefore of brcing *ifts 
in foreign d domestic Wciea,  including cumomic policy. 
The basic connection between the nature of the ~*0600n-c 
a p t e m  and the impact and role of armament expenditures also 
is being seen more and more widely. A recent example of thia 
&ousness is Robert L. Heilbxonm's book, Tkc Future as Hist- 
(N. Y., 1960, H q m )  ; this pints to the relationship between 
curbing steep military expenditures and considerations of profit 
ability which at pmeut finally determine rht functioning of the 
nation'a economy. In a somewhat negative way, the mme pint  
is made by Stuart Chase in an axtide mlkd "Peace, It's T d l e ! "  
(The Progm~siue, January, 1960); here, as his tide ruggests, Mr. 
Chase notcs the dit ional "valucs" and functions of weapm 
production for a mpitaList economy and so expraam amem os 
to how such an emnomy might adjust to a truly peaceful world. 
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But, at the same time, he remarks that such p b l -  would not 
a c t  the Soviet Union: ' W e  need no q t a l  ball to aee what will 
happen on the Russian economic front. Nothing unfmtunate will 
happen at all. TBe transition will be planned we11 in advance 
indeed is pbab ly  already in the blueprint stage." Of aourat, 
Mr. Chase does not attribute this diEerence to d a l i s m ,  in m 
many words-this just is not done in the "best circles1'-but many 
a reader will make this attribution for bim. 
A gmd ded clearer in projecting this rektionship between 
Malism and an economically pinleas transition to =a1 disarma- 
ment is Professor C. Wright Ma; in his The Cowes of War& 
War Three (N. Y,, 1959, Simon & Shuster) he maka thia da- 
tionship explicit, although, it must be said, he d- not dwell upon 
it, or develop it, 
T.he most responsible of the American public commentam, 
in any me, report a new note of seriousm in the internatbd 
consideration of questions of disamament Chmcmistic are 
the recent writings of Marquis Chi& In one easeD Mr. Childn 
wrote (N. Y. Post, Jan. 18, I@) : 
'Tbe old familiar drama of disarmament is about to open for 
a new run. Whether it is taken as a kind of cynical poker game 
with moet of the cards wild or a profoundly important-perhap 
a final-attempt to lift the nuclear siege of recent years, it will 
wxpy the stage in the months ahead." 
After considering certain possible avenues of development, 
Mr. Childs cond- "The disarmament drama has often in 
the past ended in futility. Today there is a feeling that it mnmt 
again simply wither away in a desert of dusty words, shm survival 
itself is at stake." 
And in a later instance, this same columnist concluded (March 
14. 1960) : 
"Formidable complexities stand in the way of even the smallat 
start toward disarmament. Not the least of these is the fact that 
the Western allies have gone right down to the starting line [of 
the Swmnit Meeting in Paris in May, 1960-H. A*] without being 
able to agree among themselves on which afma to reduee and on 
how to reduce thm. NevertheImD there is always the consolation 
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that the talking haa begun and that it promi= to continue for a 
very long time." 
That the disarmantent talks promise to go on Eor a long time 
is true; i t  is also true that this time "they cannot sirnply wither 
away in a desert of dusty words." The talks have been going on and 
will continue and thcy have had and will cor~tinue to have a new 
note of seriousness-and must begin to produce ren1 results i r ~  the 
near future-because the forces in the ~ v r ~ i l t l  dcsiritlg peace are, 
for the Grsr time in history, decisively strortger than hose desiring 
war. To a degree the An~erican people already hate k e n  heard 
from; but ro a degree only. They have not yet spoken out decipively 
and so t l ~ e  whole struggle for true peaceful co-existence stiIl hangs 
in the balance. 
When the American people do take a decisive stand on this 
matter, then peace in the world is & with peace secure, 
total disarmament will become a reality. There is, then, no more 
patriotic task open to an American t h y  than to raise his voice 
as loudly as he can on behalf of peace in the world and only 
aeative labor for all its inhabitants. 
THE POLITICS OF DISARMAMENT 
By James S. Allen 
JAMES S. ALLEN is the author of serwal books, includiil Recow- 
truction: The Bottle for Dcrnomaq; Atomic Energy art% Society; 
and A tomic ImperiaIisrn. 
I will devote my comments to what may be termed the pditics of 
disarmament, in other words, to what is required to convert to 
a peace economy of full employment. 
It is well to keep in mind as we discuss this, why we are able 
to consider it at all, in any realistic smse. Far a decade we have 
been pelted by cold war hailstorms. Of late, the storm doub 
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receded and we were treated to a bit of .blue sky and sunlight. 
Like all changes af senson, the ald hangs on to the las! as the new 
already impinges on our senses and makes us long for the full bloom 
of spring. In the dimate of international rreltions, the conflict d 
elemenn is even ntort complex, and the seasons do not rotate in a 
given order. As events show, the first signs of a thaw can lx fol- 
lo~vetl by a cold war freeze, artd more heat from the people is needed 
to again start the thaw. 
Mankind has been disappointed coo often by the pr& of 
durable peace, and knowledgeable people look for something more 
substantial than the usual w d  of diplomacy, Confidence that 
pea= clan be won in our day, when the very life of nations depends 
upon it, arises from the revolutionary changes which have ocntrred 
in the world since the war, and which are continuing. Such prm 
found changes cannot proceed for long without at the same time 
afFdng the world position of our munuy. They have created 
a &is fox the traditional expansionist policy of Arneriean Big 
Business, with profound meaning for our internal political life. 
This crisis arises from the fact chat the freedom of action of 
American monopoly capitalism is severely circumscribed in the 
presentday world. The United States today stands at the very 
apex of world capitalism-but in arcurnstances in which the very 
orbit of capitalism is curtailed drastidly by the progress of w 
dalism in a good part of the world. The United States has become 
, the mainstay of effom ta save world imperialism-but under the 
impact of succedu1 colonial revolutions imperialism itself is dis- 
integrating, and it is no longer the prime mover in world affairs. 
Cuba at our very doorstep show dramatidly how the rise of 
peoples in our current revolutionary world can frustrate thc 
prime monopoly power, and inspire the peoples of Latin America 
to press harder for control of their own destiny, Furthemnore, 
our ruling economic &dm which for over a demde have extended 
their sway over other capitalist countries, now find themselveg 
up in an intensive rivalry for markets and sphere of 
.. Muence with the very countries they helped restoxe after the war. 
Thex far-reaching chanp do not alter the basic nature of 
its present highly developed stage of monopoly, nor 
13 
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of the imperialism to which this system of d e q  givm rise. But 
in a very essential way, the profound xevolutionary c b n p  in the 
world structure afkct the manner in which the vtem of mopopoly 
and imperialism is able to operate. The ruling monopoly form 
have been cornered. As present world m d a  continue, monopoly 
must face the necessity of ammunodation to a world in which 
it no longer enjoys the initiative. Peaceful coexistence with the 
socialist world has become a matter of national n e b t y .  Pcaoeful 
competition behveeu the two &a1 systems is the hallmart Of 
in the world we have today. 
The profound changes we haw indicated pr-t a real chaI- 
lmge to the American people. It is not the dire chdlenge of war, 
as the advocates d a nuclear arms race would have us believe 
It is a challenge to take advantage of the new opportunida 
prmmttxl by thae woxld changeg in order to sped up the ending 
of the m1d war, and to moderniEe our foreign policy. We must 
make peace and dis-mt the established national policy 
of the United States. The struggle fa such a turn is the central 
issue of domesltic politicri. It quires a d e m m t i c  revival which 
will corner monopoIy witbin the country a d  restrain it-even 
as this is happening on a world sde-and o p  the way to social 
FW=. 
That peace b indeed the issue of domestic politics is shown 
in this presidential election year. True, the issue is not pet 
dearly identified in terms of r;andidateai, parties* wings of partia, 
or even in a aystallization of a people's program which will unify 
all peace and anti-monopoly foxes. But it is quite obvious that 
a new Administration will again have to take rhe mad to the Sum- 
mit, however reluaantIy. Thb is due not only to the pressure of 
irresponsible new forces in the world. Zr is due also to the neees- 
sities of chis particular presidential election, in which the insistent 
popuIiw desire for emancipation from the fear of nuclear war must 
somehow be appeased. 
Too slowly, the h t e e  and liberals in both major prdm 
are tying to loosen their d t m e n a  to cold war policies, for 
d q  sense the diredon of even#. The favorite devia in t h ~  
&a is to emphasize the need for new social welfare measuresI 
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side by side with a big amus economy, Such a position, fm 
example, is talrcn by &e Conference on Economic Rogmm, headed 
Leon H. Keyaerling+h grwp which refleas liberal tbi* 
in top trade union, fans. and some business circles usually - 
dated with the lhmaaatic Party 
A new brlet jut h a d  by thin group (TAG Federal B w c t  
Emd "The General Wdlfard') atarts right ofE by the 
*harked trend toward dsqemmlj inadequate outlays for national 
security." Tkn, with equal con- i t  dep10xes '*a marked 
trend toward inadequate outlays for domestic pwgrama" P ~ P  
haps, m e  encouragement may be deriwd h m  the fact that 
throughout this &let  emphasis 51 placed on "The General 
Webe," including Federal aid for eduartion, pubk h d t e  
d d  security and other worthwhile measures, as the way to me& 
the challenge of rising standards in the socialist countries. At 
least tbis shows some recognition of the nemdties of the y t -  
day world-both at home and abroad. But when you add up d 
their proposals, you find that recommended Federal outlays for 
dometic programs in the next five pears are to rise from $31 billion 
to 541 billion, or %y about onethird, while d i ta ty  spending 
b to increase from $48 billion to over $4j1 billion, or roughIy at 
the same rate-with the mult that we will still have an over- 
whelmingly military budget. 
If this be liberalism, Cad save us from the liberals! On these 
m, even Nixon a &ord to lx a l i k a l .  He, too, ilr M n g  
thc Republican Party, for the sake d the elections, to lay d d e  
for the moment its conservative prejudices, and to support some 
faint public service and weIfare programs. In fact, this is what 
thc Rdefeller Bra. mmmmended in their recent series of 
pBagram= 'v  
It is the same OH cold war buggy, but with a hinge on top. 
The timcs demand a difEerwt a p e *  even from the middle- 
d-tkroaders. A program for the public welfare makm no aemc 
ae Iong aa it is tied to a cold wax munitions program. All the 
in the world win do us no good in a nuclear war. 
twt of any program which claims to be in the 
of the A m e r i a  people is i ~ a  tand on ~~ We 
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can have no real socid welfare program that will wipe out povertp 
in America md meet the needs of the people if the psmt level 
of over $40 billion for arms ia to continue, not to speak of inaeases. 
The entire world, except for some of our homegmwn mtricherr, 
is well aware today that the principal obstacle to a disarmament 
agreement with the Soviet Union and other powers are the 
hard cold war and reactionary forces right here in this cou 
W e  dl know that pwerful forces have a vested interest in 
big a r m s  program. It is not only a luscious profit plum w 
entails no market risks; through the military program Big 1 
ness has been able to consolidate itrs hold on all branch= 
government, and to undermine the wry structure of xepxesen 
tive demoaatic institutions. A deade of cold war has e 
monopoly to militnixe and take over science, with dire 
quences to our educational system. Contrary to our long 
tion, the military brass now enjoys a high place in government 
and also a halIowed seat on the boards of corpclra 
Dixieaatism and other backward h a 1  and politiml £0 
like medieval ideologues and the outcasts of new societies 
w d d  over-find a secure refuge in the cold war United Stat 
All the elements that would turn the clock back, and now 
the democratic revival of the country, have a stake in r 
the world trend to peaceful coexistence and disarmament. 
But what is new ia that t h e  toms cannor have &eir wal/ 
with the presentday world and that for the fifst time sin= wq 
have become a rnonqmly-ridden nation the real prospmt arise$ 
that people's movements mn advance tawad their objectives withl 
out being diverted by war. This is the dawn of a new perid 
in the struggle for dernwracy in the United States. In a v~ 
fundamental sense, the magn%cwt new phase of the suuggl4 
for Negro freedom rising in the South, woking spontaneou 
response especialIy among the youth everywhere, bespeaks 
new confidence with which the f- of h o a a c y  in our Ian 
are rising to chalIenge xeaction. 4 
From the midst of the Iabor movement, too long 
also come insistent voice?, breaking through the cold war smok 
m e n  laid down by men like Meany, who would hogtie Ia 
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by "partnership" with monopoly. Now, here and there, a nationaI 
union sees no reason why labor ahould be exduded from the 
growing cultural interchange with the socialist countries. 0th- 
with varying degrees of boldness and cIarity, demand a complete 
break with cold war policy and a positive program for peace 
and disarmament, including recognition of China, in defiance 
of prevailing policy in the top r a n k s  of labor leadership. 
These are serious s i g n s  that the people, in a more favorable - - 
political atmmphere and sensing the new opportunities for prog- 
re=, axe benning to move in the only way that mn bring about 
a complete turn in our national policy. 
But the question that now troubles many people is this: In 
our society can the basic bread and butter problems be soIved 
under coiditions of disarmament and a pea& economy? Even 
during the decade of cold war economy, it-is pointed out, we had 
t h e e  minor depressions, high prices and high taxes, and a rising 
number of permanent unemployed. The basic d t i c d  defects 
of mpitalism in a state of highly developed monopoly and tech- 
nology make themselves inaeasingly felt even with high military 
outlays. Even the munitions industries are not exempt-due to 
changes in weapm, these branches are themselves- becoming 
"automated," in the sense that many less work- are needed to 
turn out the new nuclear arms than for conventional weapons. And 
the spread of real automation through many branches of the 
economy is accentuating the long-term trend in our country to 
pmduce mom with less workers. How, then, mn mpitalhm, 
at the very high lwel of efficiency such as we have, assure a perma- 
nent job at a &cent standard of living ro everyone? 
The same middlmf-the-readers we cited earlier usually answer 
by saying tha t  everything depends tlpon Increasing our rate of 
economic growth. By various eaIculatims they come to the con- 
clusion that a 5% yearly increase9 rather than the going rate of 
around P%, will provide almost full employment as well as re- 
mureti for greater pubIic semi- and for an even greater military 
budget. Hme again, both the Keyserling group of liberals and 
I the Rdefeller Brm. agree. That in itself should give the 
; li- cause for worry. 
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Certainly, no one  an be o p p e d  to a higher rate of growth, 
pvidcd it is not channeled off for military pqoscs. But even 
assmhg that our growth & devoted inmdqjIy  to dviIian pur- 
p how ean we be sure that this will be translated into bttw 
conditions for tbe people+uch as the shorter w m k  day, mare 
housing, public health benefits, and otba needs Capitalism 
being what it is, monoply wil l  seek to appropriate for itself 
a~ much as it w Emm the surplus produd  by our w, 
concentrating ever more of the social wealth in itu own hands, 
even if this means the spread of unemployment and poverty. 
There is no magic formula under apitalism, and especially in an 
&te monoply d e t y ,  that can make depmsicms vanish and auto- 
matidly improve living standards, even if one a l Im for a 
greater measure of soda1 welfare than the liberals are now willing 
to concede. 
Here we mme to the heart of the problem. It b simple enough 
u, give a general answer: only s-m can assure us a permanent 
p i x  emnomy of full employment, without wax or the threat of 
war. That is true enough. But the problem poses itself in a 
more immediate context: How m~ we seek to appro& such a 
state of affairs, even whik capitalism exists in tbe country, for 
things are su& in the world that a mpitalist United States may 
well be forced to adapt itself to a world in which war is impible?  
EwmtiaUy, I think, the line of the anmer has already bem 
indiated. W e  can make ad- in the direction of a full- 
employment peace economy ta the degree that the people are 
able to hold in check those very Big Busineaar and reactionary 
forces which want to continue the cold war. Fundamentally, 
we are dealing with a single probIem. Cold-war full employment 
promidles the security of the dead. The struggle for a peaoP 
eamomy full employment is just that-a struggle, but a struggle 
f ~ r  life, for a renewed nation, for a rejuvenated &-xy and 
culture, and for the open road that leads to 
When half the nation's wage-earners depend for a f ivdihod 
directly upon the curpatiom, and of the industrial workas at 
least 75% it is quite clear who mnuuls this country, sets its 
poIicim and determines its genera1 course. It is also dear that to 
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hnge this course, to set the nation on the road to pqres8, we 
wtd mcwe than hope and good wishes. The &ye and pr@ve 
foras of our society-in the labor movement. amung the NcgrO 
peoaIe now in motion, among the farmem and from the midst 
of our intellectuals and the middle dasses-such progressive form 
ought to set their sights upon sthulating a common d e m d  
to curtail and restrain the power of monopoIy both in 
government and in the economy. 
This kind of movement, on= it kcomea continuou8, can bring 
about a deep democratic and cultural revival in the land to check 
Big Businas power and to win a firm national policy of peace. 
Such movements, growing and spreading in many ways (as we 8- 
in the spreading movement for integration), a n  go hpnd  
d y  checking monopoly power. For as they grow, and as their 
rlmranrln become more persiswnt, new ground ean be won that 
wiI l  extend and enrich democracy and strengthen the role of 
labor, the Negro people and other popular force in public afEah. 
Capitalism annot be transformed into a welfare d e t y ,  but 
mass movements for basic reforms and soda1 changes can isolate 
tb reactionary form, p h  severe limitations upon the power 
of monopoly, even mtricting capitalist exploitation itself, and 
build up the united fronts of labor, the Negro people and other 
-tic aati~monoplp elements a0 that they GUI proceed 
toward the elimination of monopoIy from governmeat and e ~ &  
U d e ~  our aodety, this is ise ody  way we mn approach a 
p c e  economy of full employment and inmeaskg sodal bene 
fits The perspective of labor and demoeratic anti-monopoly 
m 1 m  is the outlook that can unite the form of the people for 
&e present and for the future-for social progress in general, 
Wdiq the goal of d i s m .  It is a united, c o m ~ M v e  
p p c t h  which envisions a progressive outcmne from the prea- 
strualeu for peaq democracy and economic betmmmt. 
It h along this line of smuggle that we wil l  approad a situation 
of full employment under cwditiona of permanent peace. 
THE COLOSSAL COST OF WAR 
PREPARATIONS 
By Robert W. Dunn 
ROBERT W. DUMN is Director of the Labor Research Assoctation 
and author of Americani~ation of Labor; Labor and Automobilds; 
Labor nnd Textiles, and other 11-orks. 
The total amounts spent on world armaments have been 
estimated roughly at around $100 billion a year. Of this amount 
the United States spends, in round n u m h ,  about $45 billion 
and the Soviet Union about $45 billion for a total of $70 billion, 
or about twethirds of the world's total. Every hour the world 
spends about $8.5 million for armaments which could eventuaIIy 
be u d  to blow the world to bits. Of W amount the U.S. alone 
spends about Q million an hour every hour of the day and night. 
This arms race is a deadly-and expensiv+busines. 
T h e  p u r p  of my paper is merely to give the -a1 setting 
fw the discussion of the economic effects of disarmament. This 
includes showing the size of our present armament burden in 
terms of the total economy and the amount it extracts from the 
pockets of the American people. In this connection we want 
to show what the present alliance between big business and the 
Pentagon means in t a m s  of a colosal economic waste and the 
price you pay in a "free economy" for =called "national security" 
which is no security at all in the presentday world of inter- 
continental missiles with nuclear warheads. 
We have shown in our Economic Notes of Labor Research Asso- 
ciation how the profits of the U.S. corporations have k e n  swollen 
by war and preparations for wars, and how the rate of profit 
from capital applied to military business has been often from 5096 
to 100% greater than that applied to civilian production. We 
shall not deal here with this profits situation but mainly with 
the over-all cost to the peaple of the present armaments race I 
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and how the Pentagon conspires with Big Businesrs to make it 
still heavier. 
In relation to the gross national product of the United Stam- 
the sum total of all goods and services turned out by both private 
and gavernment sectors of the economy-military spending now 
I represents roughly over 10%. This compared8 with about ~ 4 %  
in 1995, a peak of nearly 42% during the World War II period, 
and 13.5% 'on the post-Korean War period. 
The magnitude of U.S. annual "defense-related" expenditure 
a n  be visualizd best in comparative terms. It is approximately 
equal to the totaI amounts spent by all state and local govern- 
ments in the course of a year; it is double the current rate of 
outlays for new residential construction; it is three times as 
Iatge as the annual consumer expenditurw for new a u t o r o o b ~ ,  
a d ,  as noted, it accounts for one dollar in every ten spent on 
gmds and services by c o n s u m ,  business firms and all govern- 
ment units dombined. 
While the percentage of the gross national product that goes 
to military spending has risen, as noted, the pacentage going 
to what is called government 'kreIfare spending'' has declined 
from around i 1.5% in 1935 to less than 9% in recent yew.  
But chis is only one way of looking at military spending and 
tends to obscure its cost to the taxpayer in terms of national 
or federal spending. Thus the fi- of the h i d e n t ' s  Budget 
Message brin: out the relative size of war preparations much 
better than any comparisons with the vast, dupliating, GNP 
w-- 
For the current fiscal year, ending this June, 1960, out of a total 
atbated expenditure of $78.4 billion, some $45.6 billion, or 
over 58%. go to what are classi6ed in the budget as "major na- 
tional security" items. Thne include all the military €unctiom 
of the Defense Department, the military wistance portion of the 
foreign aid program, the Atomic Energy expenditures and r&- 
piling and defense production. (For earlier years see our h b m  
F a t  Book, Nos. 1-14)  
The amaunt going directly to the milimy functions of the 
Defense Department alone totals $41 billion. In current dis- 
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cudon you will find both these figures king used, the $46 biliion 
o m  being the more inclusive, cwvcriag other aspem of the mlg 
war in p;ragress and the nuclar war of m u d  annihilation for 
which preparations are being made. 
Of coum, there are other major item in other parts of the 
budget that could properly be considered ahwit wholly com- 
mitt& to &e cold war. For example, there is the "defense sup 
port" item in the "international affairs and finance" &on of 
the budget which is used to but- dictatorial regimes Iikc that 
in South Korea that could not exist without various types of 
d c  aid. Other items in this section are wholly or partly devoted 
to cold war purpc#iea. 
Then there are such items in the regular budget as the expen- 
d i m  of the FBI, and the apppriarions for the House Uq- 
American Committee and Senator Eatland's I n m a 1  security 
Committee--all three engaged in hounding peaa a d  
wen prominent c h h  leaders who d l  for world,ewxistenm 
or write letters to newspapem asking for an end of n d e a r  arms 
testing. 
In considering war c a t s  as a whole we must include also the 
biIlians committed to the veterans of past wars and for paying 
the interest on loans arising mainly out of such wars. Combining 
these with the current military and related expenditures we 
arrive at a setup about as follows: 
of btrrl 
Amount f&utbudget 
Major national security expenditure 545.6 billion 58% 
Veteraus benefits 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.' 
. . . . . . . . . .  Interest on federal debt 9.4 " 
7% 
Other war-related items-at least . . 3.1 4 I  13% 3% 
7%us, for eaq remembering, one can say that about 80% 
of the $78 billion federal budget in the current f i d  year (and 
nearly $80 billion in the next fiscal year) goes for wan p a t ,  
present and future. And you can figure that about 80% of the 
taxm taken out of your pay envelope for the federal government 
are thus wed for the same purprxses. 
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Obviously some of the item above, such a veterans expf i*  
nrres and i n m t  payments on the debt, would not lx c u r d d  
immediately by a chmament program. But their induaion 
help us to grasp the total historid eost of war in relation to the 
current national budget. 
It is dear from a11 this &at war (its preparation and after- 
math) eats up about 8oqQ of the total budget and that the 
"civilian" sector thus gets only a b u t  n*, including health, wel- 
fare, relief and dl the rest. As one of the businesdl letten, review- 
ing t h e  figures, says: "If we can ever get a sort of peace we 
can have much more for everything we need, but not More. 
If we a n  get peace we ean dadt taxes, but we mmt do it other- 
wise." And the 4'Buaine9p Review" of the Federal Raerve Bauk 
of Philadelphia told us the obvious when it aaid that scbm4 
mads, health, parks and other public services "are not remiving 
the attention they wouId receive if we didn't have to spend so 
much for defense a&" 
?here ia, to be sure, little expectation in business drcla tbat 
military outlays will deaease, a d  ie main benewaria are not 
likely to hope for any such development. What is perhaps a typical 
ohmtion appeared in the January, 1960, hue of "Fortune" 
magaxhe which says: 'Though talk of disa nt goes 0% 
spending for defense will probably hold level for some time to 
mme" Assuming, it suggests, that the Summit conference does 
not blow up, "progms at k t  wouId be cautious and d o e  so that 
"defense spending is apt to remain neither a stimuhw n w  r drag 
w the economy but a steadying influence." 
These prevaiIing sentiments in big busin- ate supported by 
ofl6dal Pentagon publicity handouts indimtirig that, r e g a d s  of 
world peace talks, there would be no likely cuts in military spend- 
ing before at least 1962. And, unfortunateIy, supporting these 
attitudes, are the Democrats, liberal and o t h d e ,  and the lea& 
of Americans for Democratic Action who keep catling for more 
arma spending on the grounds that Eisenhower himaelf has 
neglected the needs of the military. AFLCIO top leaders* undeF 
the influence of embittered antiSovietism, lilrewh accuse the 
I Adminismtion of putting the fderal budget before national 
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defense interests. This is of mum the thesis of the munitions 
lobby. 
Let us now rsllre a lmk at this "neglected" Pentagon, to see if 
it  has really been weakened by an absence of funds or Eisenhower's 
efForts at budget-balancing. 
PENTAGON PROFLIGACY 
AU military spending ir waste-a massive throwing away of hu- 
man and material resources without any useful prduct being 
created. But even in the narrower sense of misuse of funds and 
failure to apply them to the uses for which they are appropriated, 
the scandalous waste by the Pentagon is g e a m  than for any 
other branch of the government. The rules of secrecy make it 
espedally easy to get away with deals that would ordinarily be 
discovered 
Discussing one aspect of this problem, a leading confidential 
letter to businessmen remtly pointed out that "billions are 
wasted" in the purchase of missiles, for example, through dupli- 
cation, overlapping, and double cmts. 
This waste mults from two main causes, rivalry between the 
branches of the service, and "private industry profits in misile 
contracts" plus a "network of Muence." 
After mentioning the $2 billions spent for each of the Air 
Force's Bornarc I missile and the Army's NikeHerculee missile, 
both of which are already obsolete, this coddentid Ietter men- 
tions facts which it adrnitp everybody tries to conceal. "Each 
missile has its own contractols . . . who me pet cotltractors, pets 
of one or another of the three armed services. This is deniabk, 
but the evidence is circumstantially dear. So there are profit 
motives in having many missiles abuilding regardless of waste and 
duplication." 
This situation affects not only the big monopolies but the 
smaller concerns. As the business letter puts it: "The pet con- 
tra- distribute their subcontracts far and wi&. Thub we 
have hundreds of companies in hundreds of scattered commuai. 
tim owing dollareandents loyalty to one or another of the rival 
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missiles." Also, "The contractors have big lobbies in Wasbi~gzon 
a d  hotels and Iots of 
n a "expenses" for the tax- 
nt company puts in its bill to 
of corporations hiring ex- 
contracts. The Subcornmi ttee 
tions of the Houx Committee on h e d  
p. F. E. Hebert, found, after an incomplete 
1455 retired ofhem on the staffs of wm- 
military contracts. General 
er Army S e a e t a q  Frank Pace, 
t had 171 ex-cdhrs on i& 
protest rather w d l y :  
e for a person to have 
t with which be was 
ent." It proposed 
showing how the Joint Chiefs of StdE compromise and 
and get around the Pmident's orders a@& rivalria 
uplimtion, the abovequoted confidential business letter 
"The truth is that defense has gotten so big and so 
th the profits born contracts so widely 
tty much of a law unto irself and out 
and bureaucracy involved in spend- 
defense is recagnixd even by such 
bii manpower jungle, H e  said 
reduction in the Pentagon popu- 
ost d e c a n t  steps ever taken ta 
&ency." Thb caused even the Wall Street JmmI 
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to note editoridly: ' m e  &mls c#mmenta do not give a v q  
pleasant picture oE the way che D&mc Department is spending , 
swne 41 billion tax dollars every year. But we hate to thInl: 
of the c d i c  jam in that jungle if it were -ding, =say $50 
billion." 
The dilkultia of m e n g  and exping this waste are quite 
apparent. When probe are attempted the ph run into all 
sorts of excuses why they an'& get into the files. "Security, top 
mt" ''ConfidentiaI papers involving the White Houae," "elassi- 
fied material"-these are some of the excuses used to prevent 
invatigacions of the Pentagon-Big B u s i m  conspirack 
Another piece of incredible waste which intemmhes with tht 
US. *Tree enterprise" economy is the government's purchase of 
materials for the s d l e d  s t r a w  ~tockpile operated by tbc 
military establishment. 
The building and maintenance of such ' 
of "strategic" raw materials is suppwredly to have 
use in a "national emergenv." But muaUy their 
now is to maintain the priws and profits of private 
The same abovequoted confirdentid letter 
pointed out recently that this military stockpile operation 
gotten to be a racket, full of deceit and mercenary motives 
the thing g w s  on, never ends . . . hundreds of millions 
year . . . tucked away in government warehouses, not n 
gathering dust, costly." 
It estimates that there are now about $8 billion worth 
in these stockpiles and adds frankly that it is 
to support metal prim . . . a suhidy to the 
with the purpose of piling up "more profits" for the mmp 
And the result is that the government mn't even sell the 
for that would "break the market" 
Even the Magazine of Wall Street, in an 
rgsg, dehbcd this huge stockpile ZIII $8.1 billion 
mobilized materia "for which there is neither emn 
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tary justification." For moat of it was aanunulated to meet a 
military demand arising out of a ww obsolwcent typc of war. 
In a nudearmimile conflict mast of it is useless. 
Even the super-chauvinist U. S. News & FTrorld Refiort 
(July 13, 1959) admitted that these huge hoards of tin, 
oh, natural rubber, don't seem so necwary from a military s@-
point as they used to be. For the new weapons-the missiles for 
c&amplf+"don't chew up a 0  much copper or aluminum as aon- 
veadond plan- and ammunition did." Also, "a feeling is grow- 
ing that an atomic war would be wtc so ha that there wouldn't 
be much need for huge stockpiles of the 'conventional' matmiah" 
A dasely related form of waste is revealed in the acmdab 
connected with the disposal of soalled "military surplus," and 
nearly go% of all Federal surplus coma horn the Defense D e w -  
mt. This has not been thoroughly investigated by Co- 
but wen a little surface saatching has brought to light fantastic 
over-buying by all branches of the service, the purchase of all 
mm of unneeeaPary thing% the disposal of war goods at a h e  
eioa of their original a&, and the mushrooming growth of somc 
8,- firms and trade p u p  involved in dispohg of this "surplunw* 
after collusively bidding for it at gavernment auctions. 
Senator Pad DouglasI (D., U.) himself a leading advocate 
of more billions for war pxepaxations, dted government figure6 
to show how one service selIs at a I 0 3 ~  what another buys at high 
mt. And he put it mildly when he said that, "It is wasteful and 
mnddous, and a unnecessary burden on the taxpayersI when 
the D c k m  Department buys the same or e t a r  items at the 
rmrc time they are & p i n g  of new or used items at two or three 
8~~1ta on the dolIar." 
This goes hand in hand with dupfimte buying by the services 
with each going ahead on its own, thus bidding up prim received 
by private concractota. 
One new agency, after an investigation of the subject, nti- 
marad that the government bad recovered only 8 cents on the 
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dollar for the vast amounts of such equipment (estimaa at 
around $100 billion) that had been declared surplus and sold 
since World War 11. And another $60 billion worth is expected 
to h disposed of in the next three or lour years. In addition. 
there are billions more of surplus items that are not sold fur 
'fear they might undermine privaw business and precipitate bank- 
ruptcies in the same lines. 
W e  also have the spectade of negotiated contracts without 
competitive bidding on about 85% of military contracts, a prac- 
tice that could be justified only in case of war or real national 
emergency. 
This owns the door for collusive action between contractors 
and betwekn government agents and contractors, all a part of the 
"free enterprise" methods of operation. 
For those who stress the irnprtaace of military s u b i m n ~ a a  
for small business, as &erred to above, the actual figureri shov 
that less and less has been going to this type of concern In h c i  
out of the total value of contracts given out by the military service 
in fiscal 1959, only 16.6% went to small business compared wit1 
mj.3% in GcaI 1954. Lam f ipra  from the Defense Departmen 
show that the proportion had fallen to 13.6% in November, 1959 
And ewn in the field of subcontracts, where small bus- 
was supposed to benefit most, the perreencage going to the amal 
concerns has been falling. It amounted to only 19.8% in Na 
vember, 1959. 
As for the $4 billion m more annually for military "researcl 
and development," the latest reporu show tbat small business i~ 
the period July-November, last year, received only 2.3%. Thi 
kind of business obviously to the big monopoIy "integrated 
companies with the largest facilitia and Pentagon lobbies, 
It is dear that there is lea and lw of a "future" for smd 
business in the miIi?ary and dies busha. 
ECONOMIC ROLE OF ARMAMENTS 
EXPENDITURES 
I HYFIAN L u M ~ ,  Associate Editor a I  Political Aflrli~x, IS the authnr of Wur Economy and Crisis. 
lire live in what 11% been termed a permanent war ccononlv. 
Since World War II, large-de military budgets have become a 
prominent ongoing aspect of the American economic picture. 
Moreover, they have come to be widely viewed as a necessary 
prop to the monomy-as a means of warding off crisis and aasur- 
ing a high level of employment. 
The average Amerian draws such mnduQlions chiefly from 
the enlpirica1 observation &at when local industries rreeit-e more 
d i t a r y  orders more men are hired and business improves. 
Emnomisa, however, have given them a more sophisticated ra- 
tionale, baaed on the central doctrine of J. M. Keynes, namely that 
the government, through large-scale spending (and particularly 
deficit spending), can regulate the economy and keep it on 
men &I, and can assure full employment at all timer.at the GE 
This theory had its inception in the thirties, 
L 
when the New Deal "pumppriming" program was being put into 
e&ct as a means of combatting the dqrwion. As we know, 
'&is program met with indi&rent success, and the large army of 
'pnemployed was finally absorbed only after the outbreak of 
World War 11. 
But now the experiences of the war itself were seized upon as 
p r d  of the Keynesian thesis. As this writer has previously d e  
I The leading Keynesian theoreticians rejoiced. Here was 
t program of government spnding that did produce full 
Mploymentt Here, in the war economy, lay the secret of 
bolishing crises. Keynes himself asserted tlrat only war econ- 
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orny makes possible sustained government spending oil the 
level required to provide full employment. H e  prop& 
that the war economy should be used as a "grand experi- 
ment" for determining how to maintain sufficient high Iwel 
of spending after the war. Lord Beveridge similarly sang the 
praises of war economy: 
By the spectacular achievement of its planned economy, 
war shows how great is the waste of unemployment. Finally 
war expdence confirm the possibility of securing full em- 
ployment by socialization of demand without socialization 
of production.. 
The relative prosperity of the postwar years lent further cred- 
to such ideas and gave birth to the belief in many circles 
that a regulated mmomy and a ''welfare state" had been substan- 
tially achieved-a "welfare state," be it noted, whose foundation 
is the expendime on mamen& of lo per cent of the national 
pwdua and weU over half the federal budget. 
Such has come to be the most widely accepted view of things 
The reality, howwtr, b somewhat different. To be sure, the 
production of armaments may have a stimulating eRect on the 
economy. But it is temponry and limited, and arms budgets are 
not at all the economic regulator which the Kepesians consider 
them to be. Their actual &ectsi are, of course, rather complex, 
and we mn undertake here only to outline than briefly. 
Fht of all, an armaments program means rhe di,versim by 
the government of a dare of the nation's purchasing p e r ,  or 
real wealth, from other purposes to this one. The government 
may do so by taxation, by borrowing from the existing money 
nupply or by d t  inflation-that is, by m a t i n g  new money. But 
which= of these methods ia employed, the net result is the 
same: part of the nation's economic reiourees is taken by the gov- 
ernment, and civilian purchasing power is a c m d q l y  dimin- 
iahed, whether hmugh taxation ar idation. In this mw, a m -  
mmts do not reptesent P net addition to the national output, 
- 
.Hymn h a ,  War &ommy and C d  (InttraarionaI Publbk8, 
N. Y, EM), P. IO. 1 
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a Wthg from one form of production to another. 
capitalit economy, however, the full utilization of r e  
for civilian p u r ~ ~ ~ e s  dot# not alwaylr take place. -pi- 
ta overproduction, - productive capacity a d  
of capital which cannot readily be prdtabIy hi- 
thm circumstances, by providing an outlet for such 
hang m y  stimulate investment for a time. 
about a shifting of =pita1 investments to war goods 
entailing large expenditures for conmion to war 
on together with the investment of additional capital to 
the productive facilities in these industries. . . . In tbis 
cline in mpital investments is temporarily mtd. 
, at least, there is rising production and employment 
expanding arms iadustries."* 
But the stimulus ia only tempmay, wearing ofE as the fadli- 
wguired to maintain the given level of arms production 
completed. A jump in military e x p e n d i m  may afso give 
ta a spurt in production of consumer goods and raw materials 
ticipation of passible shwtages. This occwd,  for ex- 
t the start of the Korean war. Such spurts, howeverI 
be even more short-lived, particularly since there is in 
no cmmpnding spurt in consumer demand. 
t seiking feature of arms production is i# uttcr 
Economically, it is a meam of systematically d e  
t of the nationd wealth, for armaments are neither 
nor amumer go& and have no utility other than 
in wartime. Failing this, they speedily become 
are scrapped to make way for h h  stocks of arms. 
what is destroyed must be paid for. The monq 
capitalists to produce arms repaen#, as we haw 
hare of the national p-ing power appropriated 
forthatpurpose. Zf~weretakenfromthe 
es, they would lose more than they gain in 
targ @uctionI and would have a0 interest in 
suchamurw. Buttbefactisthatiththemkhgpaaple 
&owmy and Cd&, pp. r&-la .  
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who bear the lion's share of the costs. It is they, as the o 
statistics show, who have been paying a steadily inaeasing s 
of the rising tax burden. f t is they who suffer most from th 
flation and rising prices which are the result of military bu 
On the other hand, it is the makers of the arms who 
The rate of profit on military contracts k, as a rule, conside 
higher than that to be obtained in civilian production. 
contracts offer not only a guaranteed market but all sorts o 
poi-t:~nities for patlrling of figur~s and other iorins n l  p f t  
wmption, especially in connection with the experimental 
pilot operations which are such a large part of peacetime 
tary budgets. In many insmces, moreover, the productiv 
cilities have been built at government expense and turned over 
private  corporation^ which extract profits from thcir operati 
without themselves having invmtsd one penny in them. 
The net effect of an arms economy, therefore, is not 
pand the total market, but to siphon purchasing power 
the hands of the working people to the profit of the ca 
in the armaments and reIated industries. This 
may at times be obscured by other factors. As the 
emnomist Henri Claude points out, it "can b 
cealed when the militarization of the economy mindda 
the upward swing of the cycle, that is, parallel with a re 
sion of the apitalist market caused by large scale re 
fixed capi taI."+ 
Neverthelm, it d a b  itself, wen under such mndi 
in the form of partial crises of overproduction-in the ' 
within a boom" phenomenon which occurred, for exam 
1950-52 during the Korean war. Here, in the £ace of an w 
upwing involving a big jump in arms outlays, there took 
simultaneously a sharp drop in ouqut of many consumer 
especially consumer durables. Thus, between June, 195 
June, 1952 the Federal Reserve Board index of product10 
major consumer durable goods (1947-49 = loo) fell from 16 
- 
*"Wttm Docs MilitarWion of the E m y  Lead?'' World 
R d w ,  December, 1959. 
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108, or by more than o n ~ h i r d  The mult was declining em- 
ployment in thae industries, culminating in a wave of layoffs 
late in 1961. 
The impawrisbm~nt oE the people as a consequence of the mili- 
tarization of the economy is evident also in the growing shortages 
of schools, hmpitab, lowcoslt housing and other vital social needs. 
Thae needs the forty-odd billions a year now being spent on 
arms woulrl mar: than sttffice to 611, wen aFier a s~lhstantial tax 
cut. Finally, it should be noted that in the face of these huge 
miIitary outlays, we have experienced three postwar economic 
slumps as well as a xising level of unemployment in the inter- 
vening boom p e r i d .  
r The temporary stimulus &wed by an increme in military 
expenditure may serve to hold off an economic downturn for a 
: time, but i t  does so only by increasing the underlying instability 
8 of the economy-by curtailing consumer markets, by adding 
- to an already mountainous national debt, by a lopsided, abnormaI 
infiation of war g d  sectors of the economy such aa the aircraft 
industry, and in other ways as well. Hence, far born abolishing 
+ arks,  it paves the way for the ultimate occurrence of more 
, awere ah. 
Furthermore, since the effects are temporav and limited, 
thy can be prolonged only by further increases in military 
I< ' qxding. Such a course of action, iE persist& in, leads in the 
end to all-out militarization a£ the economy, accompanied by ex- 
, treme impoverishment of the masses of working people. This is 
1: exactly what happened in Hitler Germany in the thirties; by 
1 .  lggg the average German worker was putting in twelve to fourteen . 
-. h a day turning out arms for Hitler's 'IVehrmacht, and at the 
m e  time suffering severe shortages of a11 the necessitia of life. 
: In addition, sinre military expenditures can be justified only 
,,' on the grounds that they are needed for war, such a course of 
action is pafsible only under conditions of mounting war hysteria- 
' aa an accompaniment of an aggressive foreign policy leading ulti- 
mately to all+ut war. This, too, was the final outcome of the 
Nazi "prosperity" built on guns and tanks. 
' ' Such, in brief, are the principal features of an arm economy. 
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Of course, not dl of ofthese features are peculiar to this form of 
v n m e n t  spmdhg; certainly, whatever ec~momic stimulua may 
be provided bp s p d i n g  for military purpohies may qually be 
achieved by spendhg for other p q o s e ~  Yet in p c t k  military 
expenditures have far exceeded any others. Indeed. they are today 
than all other government outlays combined. Nor is this 
accidental, £or in the mpitalist economy of rotlay they offer cer- 
tain unique advantagas Emm the viewpoint of the big monopolies, 
aside from their relatiomhip to an -yt, warlike fom 
Pw- 
Tbaditionally, the apit?tlist chs has opposed h q p d e  gw- 
merit economic intervention as intddng with h e  enter- 
prise. However, in the p m n t  stage of aipiralism-th stage of  it^ 
$encral crisis and dem-monopoly capital fin& itself inmmingly 
eomplled to m r t  to m& intervention to protect and augment 
its e t s .  In the Light of tbt contradiceion, the ~t palatable 
form of gmmment spe-in fact, the ody  form which the 
monopolies will readily accept in large d-is spending for 
military p n p a  Jahn Eaton ex- it as bollma: 
Military atpendintre is the only form of state expenditrue 
to which monopoly =pitaliam readily reconciles itselE Despite 
the vast scale of monopoly's ins~itutions their basis is private 
pmpty, and to defend the myth £mm which the priviIeges 
of the monopoly capitalists derive, the ideoIogy of private prop 
erty and commodity production must be assiduousIy defended 
Any extension of the economic Eunctions of the state-which, 
howwer, politid circumstances repeatedly make n v -  
involves the policy of the monopoly capitalists in amtradic- 
tions. But these contradictions are eased in so far as sstate ex. 
penditwe is conantrated upon military purpsa Monopolia 
themselves make profits from such orders but, what is more 
important, such expenditure strengthens ideologically and ma- 
terially the forces of reaction and militam against social de 
vtlopments of a prog.resoivc character.* 
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scope of govefnmcnt apending for pufposas other than 
tary is sharply reshcted by tbis jealous Tegard for the preroga- 
te enterprise. While big businew may not oppose 
far such tbinp as new p t  m, it fiercely mists 
which meroach in the slightest degree on its own 
lain. This hostility is discussed as an obstacle to Keynes- 
policy in an article by two A ' economists, who 
This resistance appears wen in mind && &ch as prison 
3dmPies and housing &tim of univtrsitits, and in intensi- 
fied form in com~t ion  4th publicomemhip of powef bciiitia 
public housing, public health sewica, etc Government spend- 
ing thus tends to be restricted to those relatively limited proj- 
yecta which are traditionally gwernmentmrI or which are not 
1Xkel.y to be commercially pdtabk. . . . Aa a mult, expendi- 
for defense remains about the ody large form of outlay 
'which an be substantially inaemed without taint of infrhge 
, snent on private enmprk.+ 
the pcoduction of armaments a n  be jus- d y  on the 
ds that they are nemsary to meet a threat ui war. the 
of world tensions and the growing demands for d' ~sarma- 
to which it gives rise prqpmively diminish the basis for 
uation 01 large-scale military outlays. These develop 
do not, however, I a e n  the need of monopoly -pita1 to 
the economic resources of the s t a t e  to prop up its 
r this reawn, as well as o&m, big bud- will on the 
rrenuousty resist any serious reduction of armaments. At 
as it is increasingly compelled to adapt itself to 
beyond it3 mnml; it will seek out other, even 
factory, state-monopoly capitalist measures to meet 
R. LPowea aad Geraid Y. Mda, "Iastituthd Aspect. of lbnomk 
" kl: K. L K*, d, Part K q d n  E m o m b  ( h t g m  
, 1w, w. xQ-1@. 
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But if an arms economy k t  serves the monopolies as a r 
d enhancing their p f i t a  at the expense of the working pr 
then by the same token the best interests of tbe people W I  
sewed by disarmament and the use of the immense sums th 
r e l d  for their own benefit-to reduce their taxes and ta 
vide the schmIs, haspitah, housing, health protection, imp] 
social security and other mid services which are today so 
needed. Such measure, mmeover, wilI ereate far more jobs 
does the production of armaments. However, wen if the 1 
now wasted on arms should become available, it dws not bl 
means follow that they will automatically be used for the pet 
welfare. From what has been said above, it is obvious tha 
monopolies rrrill vigorously oppose increased spending for 
pu-, and above all for such things as public housing or 
WAS. They will strive instead for the reduction of their 
taxes and will fiqht for those forms of government spending r 
siphon the funds directly into their own pockets. The emu 
benefits of disarmament for the working people will rnateri 
therefore, only if they are energetically fought €or. 
Disarmament should not be viewed, any more than m a r  
as an mnamic panama. If government spending- for mil 
purposes is not a cure for economic crises, neither is spen 
for other purpasea, The boom-bust cycle is inherent in capi~ 
prdnction and cannot be eliminated by Keynesian "replat 
in any form. In a capitalist moriomy, government spending 
not do away with the problem of overproduction. Artificial st 
lation of capital investment can in the end serve only to ad 
exass capacity and to undermine the profitability of investn 
thus augmenting the factors malting for crisis. 
Rather, the economic significance of disarmament must be 
in term5 of the class smuggle. The working class is comp 
at all times and under all conditions to wage a struggle in def 
of its living standads-a struggle over the division between 
-pitalist class and itself of the pmduct of its labor. A grm 
part of this struggle is the conflict over the dispition of 
h n d d  resources of the state. More and more, the wor 
class and its dies are compelled to battle in the political a 
B The Economic Role of Armaments Expendilures 
ch questions as who shall pay the costs of government spend- 
d who shall receive its benefits. 'T'hepe questions are in- 
in the 6ght for disarmament it&. 
war economy suengthem the fume of reaction, 
question of peace or war, of existence or annihila- 
isarmament means living in a world freed from tbe 
ear of nuclear destruction-a world at pace. That thh 
fervently to #be desired, certainly no one can question- 
ECONOMICS OF DISARMAMENT 
By Victor Perlo 
people leave it to big business to decide when they must 
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wept some disarmamcns if ever, Wall Street will call the tun 
and determine thing3 to suit itself. 
If the people fight for peace and disarmament, and becorn 
the driving power that finally forcea tbe government to awep 
real disarmament, they will be in a stronger position to i4wnc 
corresponding economic pozick. Such policies, e x p w  in 
people's program that meets the needs and stirs the muls of tea 
of millions, can help mobilize a vast force for peace in Ammia 
There are two weaknew in the wid liberal approach t 
disarmament, First, ahere is no fight for disarmament accompanl 
ing the presentation of an economic progmm. 
Second, it concentrates on economic "planning" of c onstructiw 
projects, as if everything were a technical problem. There ar 
plenty of blueprink What is needed is politid "plannirrg" t 
win the n e d  pIicies. 
Some trade unions, liberal economists, columnists like Doroth 
Porter, concentrate on the 6% million getting employment out a 
tbe cold war, as preventing some "disaster" from "unplanned 
digamlament 
I concentrate my attention on the 13 million jobs that can b 
won by the American people out of the light for &armament 
I a y  flatly-there win be no disaster horn disarmament1 Trut 
if left to big business, not much g m d  will come out of it eithe 
for the people. But if the people pick up the ball, a tremendou 
amount of good can m e  out of it. 
Disarmament is the greatat opportunity of the century. It j 
no danger. 
So far an the business cycle is concerned, it will permit ner 
~timulating forces to become decisive, in place of the worn- 
mId-war atimli. If released, t h e  can spark general wnomi 
advance for a considerable perid. But even if not, even if profit 
are reduced and growth slows, disarmament can mean better lh 
ing conditions and less unemployment. 
It opens the way to r d h b g  R d t ' s  Bill of Rights. TM 
was a great charter won by the A m w k  people in the battle 
against monopolies at home during the rg3o's and against fasdsr 
abroad during World War 11. h were: 
The right to earn enough to provide adequate food and &th- 
ing and remeation. 
The right of farmers and sma11 business men to earn a living 
without unfair monopoly competition. 
The right of every family to a &andecent home. 
k The right to adequate medical m and the opportudty to 
achieve and enjoy good health. 
The right u, a g o d  ducation. 
Those rights were promised the people with peace. The 
' promise was betrayed by armament profiteers, by international oil 
d i n e s ,  by peanut politicians, by short-sighted labor leaders. 
} The people got no peace. The people got no economic Bill of 
?lights. 
1 If we f indy force the peace, we an force the delivery of thc r BiII of Righta too. 
There are many points in the detailed economic program for 
" disarmament to realize the Bill of Rights. T have selected just 
er of horrors -bed by the en- 
m and Sun reporter Woody Klein, ob the 
stence in the modern city jungle of 
cold, the leaks and the 
s in America is i- 
on substandard dwelIing 
to overcome this by 1975 we mwc 
yearly, or 35 million in 
these, it implies, goo,m yearly must be low<wt 
: "A l a q p d e ,  Iow-t public housing program 
emnt homes for low-income Eamilies . . . must be the 
housing e f f e "  (Ltbofs Economic 
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And this would aiso be the cornerstone of all the public con- 
struction programs that must come in with disarmament. 
goo,ooo units would cost $12 billion, of which the cost to the 
government for capita1 paymena and operating subsidies would 
amount to about one-Mth, or $2.5 billion. The remainder would 
be borrowed through regular private channels wed for public 
housing programs. The $2.5 billion of d i m  outlay amounts 
to barely ij per cent of the military budget. For the fdwen years 
i t  will take less than we spend on the military in a single year. 
And for that, we can house everybody in America decently! 
The housing program ties in with the two main d a l  and 
economic questions facing America taday. 
The fmt is civil rights. In view of the dubioug reawd of 
the AFL-CIO on this front, I was pleimantIy surprised to note 
the forthright way in which they put the question: 
"Housing conditions are mpeciafly bad for N-. De- 
spite the atrocious dwellings in which minority families are forced 
to live, the acute shortage of housing they can obtain, even of the 
worst quality has faced them to pay wry high rena even for the 
most unsanitary, dewepit kinds of shelter. 
"To help provide equal housing oppormnity, the Fed& 
Government should . . . assure an opportunity to obtain adequate 
housing to all families without xegard to race, color, aeed or na- 
tional origin. This will require that all housing buiIt with the 
aid of Federal funds or medit or any other form of financial as- 
sistance should be made available to minority families on an 
equal basis with a11 other families." 
Secondly, it ties in with economic competition with the USSR 
The  Soviet Union has less homing space per family than we have. 
But they also have no filthy slum as we know them. They built 
3 million housing units in 1959. They wil l  rehoue 88 nziI1ion 
people during the seven-year plan. Everybody will have plenty 
of room in good, modem dwellings by 1970. Considering our 
smaller population and smaller growth in population, and lager 
average housing unit, the 2.3 million units per year god of the 
AFL-CIO would afford p d  competition with the Soviet effort. 
Let's do it promptly. To the Senators screaming about a missile 
Econmmics uj D ~ ) s r ~ m r n e ~ t  
t us prwent a housing gap1 
of the l ewqe  provided by use of private mortgage 
oney for m t  of the funds, the budget d o l h  devoted 
housing go very far indeed in providing jobs. The 
r year of 1-t units will provide 1,800,ooo job, ar 45 
of a11 civilian employment connected with the 
has been a chorus of propaganda against the shorter 
d with cold war thinking. In 1957 Water 
the UAW drive for a shorter work-week 
t Sputnik forced everybody to work 
at this. Even while he 
ing off hundreds of 
uco workem, and the find touch was in 1960, when 
1957 production with many fewer wmkem, through 
ebon Rockefeller in 1959, speaking at the state AFL- 
tion, claimed that for the lase three decades the 
had #ken  cat 3% bun per demde, and that this 
successful economic competition with 
tual history is that American labor was the pioneer 
for the shorter work-week, all the way back to 1887. 
~ S g o  to 1940 there was a cut of go 
4 hours per deade. But there has 
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been none at a I I  during the last two decade+ War and cold w 
halted the progress, and through overtime and "rnmnlightiq 
the actual work-week averages more today than two dedm q 
Amerim's leadership in winning a shorter work-week is 
danger. 
In Britain, the conrservative TUC is demanding a a t  frc 
48 to 40 hours, dting the example of other auntria, indudi 
the example of the 3phour week planned in the USSR. 
Ye, the USSR is now almost down to 40 hours per week and 
another two or three years will get ahead of us if we stand st: 
American labor is twice as productive as British and Soviet lab 
It is entitled to a shorter work-week. It necda it for holding j c  
and adding to them. 
The Russians cut the work-week 6 hours in five yeam and sc 
up Sputniks and Ludw at the same time. 
Perhaps if we match the Russians in reducing the work-we 
we will match them also in the dze and quality of our sputni 
E a t  West Tra& 
For many years, leaders of America~l high finance were wsrri 
about their allies' "dollar gap." Now they ate worried a h  
their own dollar gap. Thanks to the cold war the American E 
an- of payments is running at the unprecedented deficit of k 1 
lion yearly* and everybody is afraid the almighty dollar may 
unpinned, devalued and dethrwed. 
The one and only soluclioa is to end the cold war, and its I 
billion yearly drain on the balance of payments. And at I 
same time disarmament will open the greatest opportunity in c 
history for rebuilding foreign trade into a major economic grov 
h r .  
Already East-Weat trade has been of aucial value to Brita 
and other European countries, and to many raw mated prod 
ing counurie in providing markets, avoiding currency devduatia 
and providing supplies of needed materials and equipment for 
dustrialintion. 
The socialist muntties have 36 per cent of the population 
the world outside the United States, qg per ant of its indwtl 
production, aad 70 pa cent of its economic growth. That me~nr 
they provide at least as large a potential market as the c n h  
capitalist world, outside the United States-a market that is racing 
upwards with its Soviet Seven-Year Bootar and Chin= Great mps 
F o d - a  market that buys above all things the kinds of s w  
id, major machinery which no country a n  prduce like the 
United States! 
W e  a n  sell as much to that market as to the entire rest ob 
the world. Simple arithmetic says we can sell it f lg-$ao billion 
yearly. I'hat could be the most important pacetimc growdl hctor 
for the Am- economy in a number of d a d = .  
But everybody has bew indoctrinated with a half-dwn reasom 
why it supposedly won't work. I have been talking about the 
East-West trade potential for many years. Some people say I'm 
daydreaming. 
Let's look at the kcts. In seven years, 1952-59, East-West trade 
jumped from $5 billion to $8 biMon, And it's growing more 
rapidly than ever. That's no day dream. That's red g o d s ,  real 
business profits. Only Americans got none of il.  In ierms of our 
economic position, we should get onethird or onefourth. 
Of course there are dif6mlties. Let's consider them seriously 
and accurately and not one-sidedly. 
-They have nothing to sell us. They scll mainly IXW nlateriaIs 
and foodstuffi, and we have found substitutes. 
The answer is: So does almost everybody else sell us mainly 
raw materials and f d t u f f i ,  which comprise 70 ger cent of all 
our imports1 What's more, in view of inaeasing relative exhaus- 
tion of our wtl low-mt supplies in comparison with our growing 
use, the demands for foreign raw materials and foodstuffs of 
certain t y p  will tend to grow. Take away discriminatory laws 
d reguIations and the sacialist countries will win a good share 
of it. This may be disadvantageous to Amerian wmpanies who 
have int.ested in Brazil and Turkey to make profits out of pro- 
hibiting Soviet manganese and chrome, but it will be beneficial 
to the United States g m d y .  New markets for more varied 
pducts  of the multiplied socialist economy will many times out- 
weigh pmment Iosses. 
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Chinese exports to us in the y e w  1 9 ~ 6 ~ 0  exceeded those of 
Mexico, France, India, Australia. If pover&yauicken China could 
ship us $150 million yearly of bristla, t q t e n ,  antimony, carpet 
wool and other items in the ~gro's, how many times more muId 
modern, onsurging China send us t d a y ?  
Moreover, our exports need not be limited to our imporu 
from socialist countries. Undoubtedly, with the progress of dis- 
armament, normal terms for export of capid goods will be re- 
* sumed, and these include d i m  of substantial periods, and in 
some cases long periods. 
Moreover, the USSR may send some gold, as it b a v q  hge 
producer and has supples, and has sent significant amounts to 
other countries. Even such an inveterate antiSoviet propagandist 
as Luce is rubbing his hands at the prospect of getting Soviet gold, 
11ow th.it be worries about the backing of m e  dollar. Fortune 
editorializes: 'The more gold the Russians release to the Wat, 
the better lor free multilateral trade carried on by private enter- 
prise'* 
And that multilateral trade is another means by which the 
k i a l i s t  countries may be expected to buy more from us than they 
sell us, in turn selling more to countries with which we tradi- 
tionaIly have a net import surplus. 
Another apiment against East-M'est trade is that the USSR 
has a state trading monopoly, which is unfair mptitioa with 
our free enterprise. Ow poor, deliate, defemeIes flower of free 
enterprise1 Like the international oil c d ,  which hand- twenty 
times as rnuch oil in international aade as the Soviet mading 
monopoly. 
Of the same quality is the of sochlht owntry dump 
ing. A fine charge for an American to make, when the U.S. 
Government practices systematic dumping that s q a w a  the dump 
ing of all other governments combined h fact, there is every 
evidenm that the USSR does not engage in dumping, 
to any reaponable, moderate description of the term. Herc is the 
Jvuml of Cmnnamce M p t i m ,  written October PO, 1959, of the 
outcome of the trade agreement concluded in 1959 between Brit- 
ain and the Soviet Union: 
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"The Russians are pursuing a pricing policy which has silenced 
all fears of dumping, but which is consistent with the drive to 
earn as much sterling as wible ."  
These and other arguments are motivated politically and by 
special interests of armaments, oil and foreign, colonial-type in- 
vestment. They are not valid. The fact is that East-West trade 
has a potential of many billions, as previously indicated. And J 
think that in the space of a four-year program of complete and 
total disarmament. American bade with the social world could 
rise to $5 billion yearly on the export side-and go on h r n  there 
in succeeding decades. 
Program Summa y 
Let us draw up a balance sheet of our disarmament program 
in terms of jobs. There are now roughIy 6.5 million people em- 
ployed on account of the munitions budget-including 9% W o n  
in the armed forces, 3 million engaged in production and con- 
struction, and 1 million civilians employed by the armed forces 
and at AEC establishment. 
Our housing program will provide jobs for 1.8 million. Other 
public works, which we haven't gone into, will provide another 
1.4 million. The jghour week will mean an additional 4 million 
job. East-Wat trade and other measures to advance trade will 
a m n t  for a million jobs. That makes a total of 8% million 
jobs, or 2 milIion more than are now employed through the cold 
war. And that isn't all. 
A major part oE the program to accanlFany real disarmament 
is to end poverty in America through higher minimum wages and 
the establishment of minimum family incomes, fair ernplopent 
practices, a program of national health h r a n e ,  improved social 
security, and a GI Bill of Rights for former munitions workers. 
The higher pudming power of the people resulting from 
these measures wiIl inmease domestic markets enough to provide 
another 5 million jobs. So the ~ 2 n d  total will be i g y  million, 
or double thme now in cold war jobs. It will keep dl of thest 
people employed, take care of existing unemployment, and rhe 
growth in the Iabor force for several yeam to come. 
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In summary, dhmament will not automaticalIy wlve our 
economic problem. It will create a climate in which they mn be 
solved. 
T h e  Ameriam people mn take advantage of tbis climate, and 
-ate it by fighting for disarmament, to markedly improve their 
Iot, within the framework of horizons they thwnselvm have mtab 
Med in past politid and economic activities and battles. 
WAR PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT 
By George S. Wheeler 
GEORGE WHEELER is an American e c o n d t  who has been living 
in Prague for several years. He is the Pra e colwspondent of the 
National Guardian, and is connected wi the Economic Institute 
of the Cze&oslovak Academy of Science. 
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- 
One of the most widely held ideas in the United States today 
is that war production props up the emnomy and &eases em- 
ployment. This appears to be the ody  common sense mcItuion 
that is possibIe after two world wars and the experienca of the 
last M e .  It is this bdief, more than any other, which prevents 
the American working people from uniting actively behind a peace 
movement. They tolerate huge military expenditures, a bet+ 
ent Pentagon and an inconsistent, self-defeating d dangmus 
foreign policy because they am mnvind that this ia tbe only 
way of avoiding an economic a&, and a depression au& as 
occurred after iggg. Some made union leaders wen adv-te an 
increme in military expenditure. But, as Hyman Lumer argued 
in Political Afaim a gear ago, it is "of paramount importance to 
fight against inaeased arms expendim as a way out." 
It is true that only in times of war or huge war p r e ~ ~  
hw the U.S. economy operated at top apadty. To thh experiene 
a n  be added the argument that war production has other advan- 
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tqp,  8u& as that it does not need r market. I have myself re 
peated and elaborated on most of these arguments. Yet they are 
fundamentalIy U. War production mates no jobs and W 
not prop up the economy. This we a n  see if we kmk mme are 
fully at the xemw for the bmt of activity during war periods. 
Why does the economy work at higher lmIs during war? 
Fundamentally it is -use, temporarily, the mntdidons be 
meen productive capacity and the M t e d  market are overcame 
by a great expadon of the aedi t  system. W inmease of d t  
is generated primarily by the government demand for war prod- 
ucta demand directly stimulatesi a large haease in employ- 
ment and profits, and hesre in turn stimulate an inmaw in ae 
tivity that spreads throughout rhe economy. 
A similar growth in amount of outstanding dt, and of its 
counteTpart debt, cakes place during the boom phase of wery 
business cycle. The main d i h m  are that in time of war the 
main borrower is the government and that the pace of expansion 
51 more reckless, and the amount is unchecked by normal con- 
siderations of prudence. During World W ~ T  11, for example, 
the Federal net debt increased from $42.6 billion in iggg to 
$454.7 billion in igqg. Yet only a few years before, when peae~ 
time projects were being considad, many bankera and consena- 
tive economists had argued that a $40 billion debt was pubing 
the economy to the point of bankruptcy. 
It is not our purpose to emphasize here that this inhtionary 
expansion of the credit system at the same time shaqxm the con- 
tradictions of capitalism. That was pointed out nearly a century 
agu by Marx who wrote: "The d t  ytan appears ap the main 
h e r  of overproduction and overspeculation in ammerce aoMy 
because the process of reproduction, which is elastic in nature, 
is here f o r d  to its extreme Iimits. . . . At the same time aedit 
acc~lerates the violent eruptions of this antagonism, the d, 
and thereby the development of the elements of disintegration 
of the old mode of production." ( M a  Capital, Vol. HI, "The 
Role of Credit," p. 5x2, K.err edition.) 
W e  note this hrpening of contradictiom in pmsiq IO h t  
no one will think that we have k n  deluded into believing that 
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tinkering with the credit system a n  cure the fundamental m- 
culties of capitalism. Instead we srsrsume that these contradic- 
tions of capitalism will continue as long as capitalism and that 
the problem we are discussing in this paper is quite limitd and 
distina: the effect of armament on employment. W e  are not 
dimming such p r o h  as the economic cycle or whether there 
can be a peaeehl transition to s d l i s m .  Thme are dikent  
problems, and we d l  do well to concentrate our attention on 
the most urgent questions first. 
W e  ate dheushg the credit system and itis role in stimulation 
of the forces of production ody  because it is the expansion of the 
medit system in time of war, and not w production it# or 
any of its special characteristics, which results in the high demand 
for Iabor power and the feverish search of capitalists for w o r h  
during such perids. The effect is due to the in- in volume 
of the circulating medium, not to the purpoees to which that 
aedit is put. An equd amount of stimulation of the economy 
could be obtained, and in part has been, by use of credit for 
other p-. These may or may not involve the direct pur- 
chase of commdties. For example the use of d t  to pay 
pensions of veterans* bonuses, or to pay teachers or build &Is, 
or to finance economic aid to other countries, are just a few of 
the pwible non-miIitary uses of credit that could stimulate the 
economy just as effectively as &it used to finance missile pro 
duction. 
In such cases there wau1d be no more problem of market 
than in the case of "military hardware." Military produets 
involve "no problem of competition in the market" only in the 
same sense that any sheer waste involves no problem of a market. 
If automobiles were produced, sold to the government and then 
dumped into the sea they alm would have "no market problem" 
in the same limited sense that military produm do not require 
a marJret. Actually, when the F d d  budget h in balance, tha 
purchase of military products destroys a mmuma gooda d k c t  
at least as large as the one "mated" by the government pwcharre 
of miIitary products. This is simply because taxation r~luces 
the amount that wouM be spent on aonsunm pa l s  or invested 
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With a balanced budget no purchasing power or employment 
is generated .by passing the funds through the complicated mill 
of the Treasury and Pentagon. What happens is that money 
that 0th- would increase stan&& of living or the prduc- 
tive capacity of the economy is taken as taxes and diverted to ex- 
penditures that produce lm than nothing. It can no longer be 
argued that military expenditures even increase national security 
-on the contrary they mate the greatest pwrrsible hazard to it and 
to all of us. But this too is a separate argument. The p int  
made here is that the inuease in funds absorbed thrwgh taxation 
has severely crippld the growth of production for peaceful pw- 
poses throughout the entire post-mr period. If taxes on working 
people had not been EO high, for example, far more homes would 
have been built. If low income group had been exempted from 
taxation, instead of having a disproportionate increase in the I d ,  
there would h e  been very little problem of food surpluses. T h i s  
can be seen from a comparison of the @res on f o d  mnsump 
tion by income dasses rhat have been published by the U.S. De- 
partment of Agriculture. 
Those data showed that family units with net incomes of $500 
or less per year consumed 50 pcrrent less than those with inmmes 
ranghg from $1,500 to $P,OW. Famiria with incomes of $5,- 
or more per year consumed nearly three times aa much dairy 
products and more than five time as much fruit per capita as tbe 
porest p u p .  It can be seen that the problem of food surpluses 
in the United Stata is in large part a class problem, aggravated 
by the burden of taxation of low income group for armaments. 
Farmers in the past have sometim~ enjoyed relative prosperity 
durinc war boanls. But now, and throughout the post-war perid, 
they have suffered from a market that has been very much curtailed 
by taxation of inmme that would 0th- have been spent on 
f d  and clothing. 
L 
At least jioswo,am,am in taxes fox war purpo!m falls on 
people with imomes below thase considered "adequate" by Bureau 
of Labor Statistic9 standards. Elimination of d k c t  taxation of 
these low incmnes, and reduction of other taxation upon them 
would result in an immediate inaeaae in e~penditura for am- 
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gamer goods of an Wt ~ p o n d h g  amount. W data indi- 
cate that thlx group do relatively IittIe saving and that they 
spend their money aa fast as dq earn it. The velodv of dr- 
eulation of money would mtainly lx at 1-t an high an for monq 
G&II in taxation by tht Thammy. 
This means that reduction of expendit- far mmments 
need not have a dep- effect on the economy. If taxes wen 
reduced mmspondiiagy, an equaI, or greater, amount of em- 
ployment would be generated by the rise of coasumw' apendiag. 
If taxm were redud ht, and perhap more than the duction 
of armaments, an idationafy unbalancing of the budget cwld Ix 
attained of any amount desired. War expenditum have in the 
past been the chief and most profitable means of uribalancing 
the budget and inducing inflation-but they certainly are not the 
o d y  means. If the people want it, and & to get it, they can 
incur debt to stimulate productiun and employmwt far my 
p c e f u l  purpe, not just for military waste. 
h fact during the entire post-war period the main inaeaae 
in d t  and debt has not been for war purpose, but for peaceful 
expendim, and mainly in the private sector of the economy. 
In the first post-war years up to iqqg, the inflationary impact of 
the rise of government debt during the war period was sdtl being 
felt. Since that time the source of idation haa been overwhelm- 
ingly from P.;vate &t. This a n  be seen in the following 
table. 
INC-E IN NET PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEBT, 1939-1958 
(in b i N w  of dollars) 
War Production and E m p l ~ m p l t l  
At the end ot rggd according to t h a  dlicial data the net debt 
of the Federal .qvenlment was $20 biLliotl Icss than at the end of 
the war. Clearly, for the post-war period aa a whole, the tr- 
actions of the F e d d  government in rtgardo to arms production 
were not the majar source of idation and contributed nothing 
to the total empIoyment avaiiable in the ccx)nomy. It is quite 
true that in some critid periods, such as in 1957-58, tbe F W  
government swung an i m p i v e  weight on to the side of expamion 
of the ckulating medium. The increase in Federal debt of nearly 
$13 billion during that a h i s  was a potent inffationary force. in 
its& Perhap as im-t waa the notice that it served on the 
busin= community that the established policy of government 
and WalI Street was to m t  a deflationary trend in the econ- 
omy. Arms expendittPes remained the m a t  profitable way of 
attaining that curb to debtion. But it was not the only muse 
of the Mci t ,  since other expendit-, such as those for pri* 
support programs, abo increased. 
Contrast the relatively small change in total federal credit or 
debt with the tremendous grawth of private debt m the pt-war 
period. In the decade from xgqg through 1958 the total net debt 
i n d  by $ 3 9 5  billion, but d thia the increase in Federal 
net debt accounted for only $33.9, or ollly about 4 per oent of 
the total. We repeat, that such inflationary h a w  in ciedit 
sharpens many of the contradictions of capitalism. But it would 
also be silly to attempt to deny that the haewe of nearly $94 
billion in non-farm mortgage debt was not a major factor in sus- 
taining the volume of home building and of employment in the 
construction industry. Also the inaease since 1945 of mow tban 
$150 biIlion in the debt of corpmtions was a major factor in 
sustaining the high p t - w a r  rate of invatment in plant and 
equipment. The inmase of nearly $40 billion in cunsumer d t  
haa often h e n  emphasized, but it is only a EttIe more than I 1 per- 
a t  of the total. It is tbia expamion of the mdit system, not 
armaments, which has partly and temporariIy removed the f e t m  
from production and emplopmeat in the pt-war period. 
This is onIy the beginning of the cliscussim of the eifecr of the 
expansion of the credit aptem, but it ia emugh to &ow that it 
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is  false to argue that armaments have been the majw prop to 
the U.S. economy in the post-war period. It also indicates that 
a whole variety of other devices can and have been used in the 
pt-war Wod with much che same effect on purchasing power 
as the expansion of government aedit during the Wax perid. 
This is an important fact that must be kept in mind in consid- 
ering the posrrible programs in a period of dirsarmament and -- 
tion to peace. 
When we argue that armaments production does not add to, 
and probably reduces employment in period8 of approximateIy 
balanced Federal budgets, we do not imply that the problem of 
adjustment of war industries, particularly the airplane industries, 
is an easy one. But part of this adjustment would have to be 
made in any event since bombers and fighters are largely o b  
Iete and the industry as presently organized has far too much man- 
power. Some day thc American people will wake up to the fact 
that for many years they have been paying for ureless and obsolete 
equipment (and not just for planes) and stop pouring funds down 
this particular rat hole on the false theory that in doing so they 
are "creating jobs." It would be both cheaper and safer to hire 
the corporations to dig holes and fill them up again if we must 
bow to the pressura of vested interests, and can think of no con- 
structive projects. 
One incidentaI thing that would facilitate the consideration 
of the values and cats  of military projects wouId be recognition of 
the fact that there are no real military seaets of any importance 
to national security-unless it is the formula for the Soviet rocket 
fuel. Military "security" is used largely to keep the U.S. public 
from knowing what is going on in regard to graft, profits and p m  
vociltive policies. From my own experience in Gennany in the 
immediate post-war period I know that "secret" was not intended 
to protect the American peopk, but to protect such operators as 
General Draper and Robert Murphy. They could select for release 
what they wanted the public to know, while hiding their p h  to 
partition Germany and restore the Nazis to power, aecure in the 
knowledge that anyone exposing their actions risked court martial 
for violations of security. Today "military security" is an integral 
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vested and even criminal interests in wax and cold war. 
Bemuse the vested interem in war production and in mili- 
tary careers are greater than ever before in history, the peace move- 
ment must m&iIhe all p i b k  allies. First of all it must get the 
organized backing of the labor movement. This effort will never 
get to first base if it continues to be handicapped by the £ a h  
idea that arms production and employment props up the econ- 
omy. We cannot expect working people to be endmsktic about 
disarmament, at least not fully enthusiastic, if they at the same 
time fear that disarmament will increase unemployment and per- 
haps wen precipitate a crisis. 
We must argue instead that what happens in a period of & 
armament in t ern  of cmp10yment depends on what policies are 
adopted. That in turn depends on the relative political prmures 
-on how we11 the workers and farmers are organized, and on 
what their demands are. If disarmament is undertaken without 
compensating programs, the dficulties of adjustment would be 
severe for many workers. But with s a c i e n t  politimI pressurn, 
as during the New Deal perid, a wide variety of different pr* 
grams would be possible. In any event, the cmts would be far 
l a  than the savings, and real incoma of the popdation as a 
whoIe could rise sharply, even if there were some i n m e  of un- 
employment during the tramition period. It is quite posdble 
that, as some capitalis& have already calculated, the period of 
disarmament will bring with it greater prosperity than has ever 
k e n  known. There wilL of course, be great and continuous dif- 
ficulties in all capitalist countries. But certainly wasting our sub- 
stance on armaments has not prevent4 such problems! We do not 
require a very effective transition period program to do better than 
the scandalous misuse of our resources under the armament prs. 
gram-and that is entirely aside from the danger that the continued 
armament race would most certainly end in war and the oblitera- 
tion of civilization. 
We conclude that war expenditurea and war industries p 
vide no net increase in emp1oymcnt. On the contrary they re 
duce it by diverting national income to imluatries that produce 
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l a  employment per dollar of expenditures than the consumer 
g o d  industria The taxm to a u p p  these war industria are 
the greatest single b ldr  to rising living standatds When the bud- 
get of the Federal government is in balance, these taxes redua 
purchasing power of workers and capitalists that would ocher- 
wise he spent for comumtr goods or invested in industry. Undm 
these conditions, the arms induseiers are simply inefficient para- 
8itic burdens. 
If the Federal budget is unbalanced to support the arms in- 
dustry, as it was during World War 11, or again as recently as 
1958, it L not the arms indwtry as ruch that stirnulam the econ- 
m y .  Rather it is the expansion of the credit wem. That ex- 
pansion could be done with mom efkdveaew if the d t  wae 
used for peaceful. purpses, ruch as payment of pensions, constme 
tion of haspitab or h a n g  of the development of emnomially 
countries. The expansion of aedit need not even be 
in the public sector of the economy. In the p t - w a r  Had in 
the United States the overwhelming amount of the inmane of 
d t  has been in the private =tor of the economy and for 
p e a d  purposes. This, not armaments, has been the major 
"'shot in the arm'' stimuIating the economy. With disarmament, 
the expansion of the peaceful sectors of the economy could b 
greatly stimulated and employment could return to a n o d  
pattern. 
ECONOMICS OF THE FIGHT FOR PEACE 
By John Edon 
JOHN EAMN is an English economist perha best known to ~ m e r i -  
can writers for his Political Economy, whi c f  first appeared in 1949 
and h a  just been reissued in a new edition. 
Arms are p r d u d  to fightpith. The basic reason for which 
the Governments of the U.S.A., Great Britain and other European 
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pomts cmbarkd in the post war years on vast prqpms of mili- 
tary expenditure was their desire to create military strength as a 
means of implementing the polides they were pursuing. Ruling 
classes dwtaya envisage the ideal use of military strength in the 
form of a that, a deterrent that din&- an argument but is 
never aceuaIly used. But the days of the gunbaat that went to 
Eastern wawrs and settled matters without dirtying the banela of 
ita guns, are Iong gone far the mpitalist powers of today. 
T h e  strategy of the deterrent implies ovemhehning military 
mluperioriry, A deterrent is only effective if it is quite dear that 
the Power pawsing it wiIl not kitace at a certain stage of the 
argument to use it. If, in fa* that Power dare not use its b 
terrent b w e  it could not support the retaliation that it knows 
its use would provoke, then this deterrent can no longer deter 
and military stpength ceases, so far as thia k the ase, to fuEU the 
pairnary pqxm for which it was being meated. 
This ia the situation now conhnting the apitdht powers d 
the West. Until some three or four years ago the policy of the 
CoId War implied the Hot War, in the sense that the capiclllise 
world under the Ieaddip of the US. Government was v i n g  
the sodalist world by every means in its p e r ,  diplomatimllp 
and economically, ~ n d  supporting this pressure by amauing ever 
greater military smngth-which of course was not intended to lx 
used provided the objectives of the Cold War were obtained without 
their needing to be used. (The reaprod of this proposition is less 
often stated, Le., they were intended to be used if the Wmt could 
not 0th- get ita way). What is now *ent ia that an im- 
portant section of the mpitdists in the U S A  and the U.K no 
10- find it possible to envisage a future dtuation when they 
will command a sufFtcient superiority of military strength to 
use as a deteffent or alternatively as the instrument of p i d u l l y  
conducting a war a-t the sodalist powers. The sputniks add 
point and publicity to the ramns for their fears Therefore, ia- 
stead of looking £or the next st? in the development of the CoM 
War policy, they look for a way of putting on the but jm- 
mediateIy a hat  of new problems emerge. 
TBe negative aspem of the new polfcy for which they are loo];- 
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ing are quite clear. They are-instead of the logid further 
development of tbe CoId War policy-to stop ita further develop 
ment. But positively wbat is the policy to follotv? Can external 
policy remain baian~ed on a razor's edge, as it were, neither going 
backwarti nor furward? If not, ho~\. to retreat and what does it 
involve? 
Any step back from the Cold War policy, whilst apparently 
a simple enough thing when viewed as a nuning away from, a 
negating of the old policy, becomes horrifyingly complicatd- 
b m  the standpoint of capitalism-when looked at in its pmitive 
dgnifunce, namely as the kt step in a new anticold Wax policy. 
It is not just a question of reducing a r m  expenditure, as has 
happened before now in the history of capitalism in inter-war 
p e r i d  A detente between the socialist world and the capitalist 
world, if i t .  is to have reality, must lead quite quickly to meas- 
of disarmament agreed upon by negotiation, each of which-if the 
detente is to contint~e-is bound to lead to further measures since 
the scientifically conceivable means of annihilating destruction 
are already not confined to atomic explmions and wi l l  increase. 
Moreover, in the event of a r m  being restricted to traditional 
weapons and a war breaking out, it might k fought at the out- 
set with traditional weapons only but before lonr scientific tech- 
niques would bepn to be applied to new methods of destruction 
and it would be a question of who quickest could produce them 
I t  turn out then-if looked at this other way round-that the first 
step away from the CoId War is also (if policy continues to move 
in the new direction) the first step in a series of which the logid 
conclusion is total disarmament. 
Capidism, I believe, inevitably tends towads war because it 
is a system of rivalries b e e n  groupings of interests which an- 
not ever be sathfied with any scale or sphere of operations-how- 
ever great-as being sWent ly  large to give security againat other 
Powers. To th is inevitable rivalry within the capitalist world is 
now added its fear of the new socialist world. So the natural ten- 
dency of mry mpitalist state of any ~ize  up to the present has 
been to I d  for its dvat ion in armaments. In so doing the capi- 
talist states oi today are confirming a tradition more than four 
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thousand years old, common to all dass societia, the tradition 
of coastantIy augmenting material strength and being prepared 
quickly to turn it into military strength as the only possible safe- 
guard against others who are doing just what they themselws 
are doing. At the same time, throughout the ages, ~~lil itarist  poli- 
cies have been used also against the internal enemia of the ruf- 
ing classes and partimIarly as a means of holding a grip on 
those they exploit economidIy. 
It is not my intention to deal in any thorough way here with 
Lhe social and politid implications of demilitarization; but i t  is 
essential not to forget how deep the rmts of militarism go, since 
if this were overIooked, one might see onIy the reasons campelling 
the rulers of capitalist to cor~sider a detente and neglect the gat- 
gantuan resistan- and inhibitions that must obstruct the un- 
folding of a policy of debe~lle. 
The condusion I draw £ram the fact that capitalist poliq 
neither dares to go forward nor to draw back is that it will become 
extremely unstable and full of internal contradictions. This is a 
very dangerous situation in which irresponsible adventurers and 
war-mongering fanatitx may in one or a n o k  country get into 
positions of authority. Against this the only safeguard is a popu- 
far will for peace making common cause with the desiw for peace 
in the socialist countries; but the will of the mass of the people for 
peace still needs to find more effective forms of political expres- 
sion within the capitalist world. It is in this connection that 
the economia of the fight for paw assumes exceptional impor- 
tance. It is an inseparable part of the movement for peace as a 
whoIe, a mo\.ernent that can by its work within the capitalist world 
decisively tip the scales towards peace. However, the centre d 
gravity of this movement is not within the ruling dgsses but 
amongst the mass of the people, primariIy in the organizations 
of the workinq dass in alliance with a widening nt~n~ber of pro- 
gressive intelIectuals. 
The capitalist dass has now a very considerable economic in- 
terest in maintaining a big arms program. To explain miIitariam 
and production of arms as if due sokly to the arms makers' pur- 
suit of profits, is incomct. The truth is rather that a r m s  are 
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prduaxl in pauancc of an averall policy of the cipitalist claw 
as a whole but, as a dt, the wealth and power o£ the arm 
produdng interests are disproportionately i n d .  These in- 
terests will combine with larger social  forces that have an interest in 
maintaining militarism. (Can there, for exampIe, k armed Eorees 
without arms?) And beyond these direct material interests, there 
are what one might d l ,  the ideological forces of inertia, a11 the 
old ideas built deeply into men's consuousneas by some thousands 
d years of society, the son of ideas that ordinary p p 4  
with no axes to grind, expless when they say "there always have 
been and always will be wars." Against this the vision of what a world 
without war mearrs from the economic standpoint k a p&ul 
antidote. Professor Banal in his World Withorrt War has 
painted an inspiring picture of some of the abwtitic and t eeba id  
poedbilities, but there is still mu& work to be done by e n +  
mists on the more specifidly economic aspeco of a peace economy. 
We are fiving in a worId in which the economic involvement of 
the state in the leading monopoly capitalbe pwers h now very 
great. The growth of state monopoly apitalism is primarily due 
to wars and preparation for wars; but it is also influenced by the 
p m  of popular demand for improved &a1 services, housing, 
health, edumtionI etc, and also in the demand, strongly stimu- 
lated by the growth and example of the socialist world, that public 
authority should take responsibility for maintaining the level of 
economic activity and employment. 
Arms expenditure has the peculiar advantage for the apitalist 
&w, in contradistinction to social services and other economic 
functions of the state for civiIian puqmmI that it enables the 
state to influence subststntially the general level of demand and 
economic activity without ideologically or materiaIIy strengthen- 
ing interests that are o p p d  to apitalisun. 
Cessation or suhtantia? reduction of arms expenditures raises 
immediately and in a very decisive form the question of public 
responsibility for seeing that reso- released from military 
purpwles are used for purposes of socid p g r w .  The ways and 
meam of meeting this situation and finding some common ground 
on this economic counterpart to disarmament, b one of the molt 
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issues confronting the varied f m  now moviag faaward 
in support of a deben te. 
Let me -without answerbg4ne important qmtion to 
which economists in my opinion need to be addressing thmnsdvea 
In Britain today expenditure on research in the Universities is 
f l n  m. a yeat. In industries it ia f85 m. For military purpclses 
by the Gavernment it is &40 m. Haw is the adentific manpower 
and moumm in Government hands at preseat-twenty timea as 
great as in the Univu-uities and tbree ti- as great as in industry 
-to be redeployed for the purpose of making human life better in 
ttrms not d y  of its material mnditiong but also of its scop and 
M o d  
This is a mast fundamental question, in my view, bust the 
"capital" of the future, more important than any existirig stock 
of buildings or machinery, is the technical know-how and ex@- 
e m  of men and women of which the fountain-head is sdenti6c 
and technical mearch. 
II t d a y  we have more scientists cmployed on research than say 
in the thirties, it i s  mainly due to military expendim, but even 
if dl the scientific Xnanpwer wasted on miritary work were mns- 
ferred to peaceful occupations, we would still be t d b l y  deficient 
in scientists- and technicians vis-a-vis the needs of the age. 
The release of scientific and technicd personnel at pmmt 
militarily employed would force attention to lx turned to prob 
lems to which at present we shut our eyai. War is reaction's 
great alibi. Asslmre onIy the prioriq of national defense and 
everything else p s  by the board. But take this away and we am 
virmallp compelIed to think haw to apply the a q u a  of 
scientific study and research, so ably applied to die perfection of 
death, now to the quite new problem of making life better. 
It seems to me that there i s  an appalling waste of human 
ability which, given htter educational opportunities, could make 
sodety wealthier and the working life of the ordinary individual 
more enjoyable. Our stience is applied in a aamped way to im- 
proving production of isolated products and more study might 
hitfully be directed to improving the conditions of sociat I i f e  
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mnsidered as a totality-tbe interrelations between production, 
education, health, waste of time and nervous energy on chores, 
etc. W d  we not do more to study the logiscia of civilian 
life or divert, for example, the ingenuity used in building sub- 
marines to designing a maximum timegfld&me+aving house, h t  
regardless of production costs and then tackle the problem of re- 
ducing production m t s  to a minimum {as happened b d y  
speaking in the evolution of the mass-produced automobile) . I 
annot help feeling that though the problem of unemployment 
is still with us, our even greater problem is mis-employment. We 
have too few high-grade technicians and scientists and tm many 
of these axe devising better methods of genetic suicide. But back 
of these, it seems to me, there stands rank upon rank of unem- 
ployed potentiafities-and if demwacy means anything, it means 
providing scope for the development of human potentialities. 
The problem is not, I think, only one of producing material 
goods, though this still remains the major problem. but it is one 
of eliminating petty material cares and preoccupaticms and allow- 
ing more and more people to devote the k t  of their energies to 
satisfying, worthwhile work, from which they get enjoyment. TO 
sohe these problems I believe that it will be necessary greatly 
to widen the scope and the unificatian of the scientific appro ad^. 
By this I mean not only that the social sciencerr, rhe biologid 
sciences and the physical sciences need to work to,gethe~- much 
mom. but also that the scientifir attitude needs to be infused 
throughout all working life, every worker to be in part, as it were, 
a ficlrl worker able to add mmething I T O ~  his practiml experience 
to the sum total of scientific knowI~lge, 
The "sodalizatiw" of science in this sense ah, I believe, for 
much more consideration. Myself, X think such a thing cannot 
come to full hition without the socialization of the means of 
production as a prerequisite. Howcrer, I do not wish to foist 
cunclusions into an argument that has still to work itself out as an 
historical p m s  through which whole p p l a  will dewmine 
how to conduct rhe sa&I wpect of their life so as to provide a 
p i t i v e  alternative to the negation of the militaristic way. How- 
wer, to others who like myself hold sodalist mnvictiom, 1 would 
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say that I do not see peace and socialism as alternatives for peoples 
such as those of Britain a d  Ameriea. Peace versus war seems 
ratlier tn me to be the concrete historicaI form in which the choice 
between the old and the new presents itself to the maws of our 
peoples. It is in the securing and building of a world without 
war that the practical xlevance of sd&t theory is Iikely to be 
more widely recognized 
In conclusion, I feel that it is essential to make some s p a i l k  
reference to the problem of the underdeveloped countries. Whilst 
material standards in Britain and A m a h  are pitifully IW in 
relation to what they might be, given the potentialilies clf mod- 
ern techniques, they are high in relation to those of thc ma%$ of the 
peopIm in the mpitaht worId-the peoples of the colonid and 
ex-colonial territories. These poples have lived under the shadow 
of finance capital and industrial monopolies from the metropoIi- 
tan countries. The growth of modem indusby and commerce 
has been m p d  and distorted by the political and economic 
domination of the economiealIy more advanced countties. Today 
the ex-colonial countries are moving towards independence p 
Iitically but economicalIy they remain weak and impoverished. 
The sooner all the legacies of imperialist exploitation are wiped 
out the better it will be lor the peace of the world. The leading 
capitalist pawers are Iikety, if arms produaion is redud, to in- 
crease Government backed grants and loans to the underdeveloped 
countries. They may hope to use t h e  as means of supporting 
economic domination, but in this they probably underestimate 
the strength of the movements opposed to them. There will be 
prolonged debate about forms of aid to underdeveIoped coun- 
tries but the tendency will be for aid without strings to prevail, 
particularly as trade and aid from the socialist countties is placing 
the underdeveloped countries in a stronger negotiating position 
vis-a-vis the industrial puwen of the capitalist worI& 
An expansion of trade between the indusaial a d  raw material 
prducing countries is today as important co the former as it is to 
the Iatter and the main expanslion in expor& from the industrial 
countries, suiting both parties to the transaction, must neasmily 
be in mpital goods. Credits and wts from the industrial tl- 
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tries will hasten the prom6 of growth and should be e x p d e d  
far -ns of common sense. I t  is not a question of pbilanthqy 
on the part of the industrially advanced countries. Reso- di 
r e d  to such purpa  will be fax more advanbgady spent 
than they 'would be if qumdered on armaments. It seems to me 
therefore that the ways and mema of helping the indwtrialim 
tion of the impoverished countries of the capitalist world form a 
tend theme in the economic+ d the fight for peace, which a n *  
mists in dl cuuntties who wish to work for peace, should explore 
more thomugbly, alongside the question of diverting murca  
to ptaaeful use in the advan& industrial o o u n t r i ~  thdm 
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The question is being raised by quite a number of economists 
in the United States and in E n g W  in France and in Western 
Gwmany, in connection with the lessening of the strain in in- 
ternational rehtim during the past year: whether the change- 
over from an exceedingly high production of armaments to p 
dudon for peaceful purpaes can be d e v e d  without leading 
to a deep miah? 
f do not know whether these same economfts have thought 
of the following pertinent quatiom and of the answers to them: 
If armaments ahodd continue to grow at their present pace, 
or even more rapidIy-will it then be p i b l e  to avoid a Third 
World war? 
Peace and the Kcfinornut 
S h d d  theit amwer be "Yes," then a further question foI- 
lows: what sense is there in armaments which use up immense 
masses of raw materials, labor power, etc, and which are never 
being put to use? 
Should their answer be "No," there again is a further ques- 
tion: what, if anything, will be left of the economy of the United 
States, of England, France or Western Germany if a Third World 
War should break out? 
To continue piling up armaments without war is patent non- 
seme 
But to prepare for war in order ta avoid a Pisis is like trying 
to avoid a cold by committing suicide. 
There is yet another group of economists. They say the 
United States, England and other countries build up amammta 
only in order to safeguard peace, that their military supremacy 
alone will keep the Socialist Camp horn starting war. 
For yeam the countries of the Socialist Camp have, in answer 
to this argument, pointed out that every socialist munap wants 
peace because it needs pace if swialism ia to flourish. For 
years a good many people have pushed aside this argument aa 
being "mere propaganda." 
Today the situation is quite merent. 
Today the Sodalist Camp is, without a doubt, even in the 
opinion of miIitary experts in the United Statm and EagMd, 
superior in military matters to the imperialist rxluntriea of the 
'W~est"-tatporarily superior according to the wishful W n g  
of these military expem, permanently superior according to 
tbe knowIedge of al l  who understand military science and social- 
ism as well. 
But at the very moment when this military supremacy of the 
Sodalist Camp became evident to anyone familiar with military 
matters, the Socialist Camp proceeded to intensify its e%orts for 
the safeguarding of pearjet 
This  actual fact constitutes an argument that ia I think, 
W l y  unbeatable." 
Now, when we answer the questions raised in a rearsonable 
way, then it becomes obvious that no practical puqmse whatever 
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a n  be sewed by asking whether there will be a rrisis when we 
change the economy for war into an economy for peace. 
The question must be put differently: How can we manage 
to change from an economy for war to an economy for peace 
with the least possible lees of time and the least pocisible amount 
of friction? How can we, as quiddy and as smoothly as possible, 
get up that economy for peace which will hnefit dl mankitad 
by rabing the standard of living in all countries to heights un- 
dxeamed of today? 
There will not be a sole and single answer to this question; 
there will be many answers, and diikent onerr in the difkrent 
countries. To contribute to the solutiun of this task, every eeona- 
mist who loves his country, and who therefore loves peace, will, 
in our day and age, stake his honor and his pride 
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